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Government silence on acoustics
at cost to children’s education
The National Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS) has criticised the Government’s
continued failure to take action and improve acoustics for all school children as
the Government launched a consultation on the James School Capital Review
NDCS Deputy Director of Campaigns Jo
Campion said, “The Government has yet again
remained silent on the issue of acoustics in its
response to the James Review, despite last
year’s election promises to take swift action to
improve acoustics for deaf children.
“This inaction is coming at the cost of deaf
children’s education: some parents are even
being forced to send their children across
the country to find schools with adequate
classroom acoustics.
“Coupled with the Government’s delay in
enforcing crucial laws from the 2010 Equality
Act, today’s response shows an unacceptable
lack of commitment to ensuring that schools
are accessible to disabled children.
“If the Government is serious about
improving education for children with special
educational needs it must ensure that schools
are made accessible and that any simplification
of building regulations does not come at the
cost of deaf children’s ability to learn.”
High quality acoustics are essential for
children of all abilities to be able to learn in
school, and are especially important for

children with hearing loss. Robyn Mowat from
Cumbria is mother to Michaela, 11, who has
profound to severe hearing loss. Michaela is
due to start a secondary school this month but
all schools in the area have poor acoustics
that make it very difficult for Michaela to follow
what is being said.
After seeking help from experts in education
for deaf children, the Mowats have made the
difficult choice of sending Michaela to a school
almost 90 miles away in West Yorkshire which
has the acoustics she needs.
Robyn said, “Having our daughter attend
a school so many miles away from her family
and friends was not a decision we wanted
to make, but it was forced upon us. None of
the schools in our area have good enough
acoustics for her and this is the only way we
feel Michaela can get the education she is
entitled to.”
NDCS is asking parents of deaf children
to report problems with acoustics in their
children’s schools to shape the charity’s
response to the James Review consultation
by emailing campaigns@ndcs.org.uk.

Parents are being forced to break up their families and send their children across the country to
find schools with adequate classroom acoustics

Deaf cancer care programme established Young people help mountain rescue team

BID Services has established a Deaf Cancer Care programme, funded and
supported through Macmillan Cancer Support
As a result of current gaps in services and
communication barriers, many deaf people
are denied the support they need, such as
communication support, and inclusion in care
and medical treatment programmes. As a
result, they often lack a full understanding of
what is happening to them, causing isolation,
confusion and unnecessary fear.
The service, which supports patients who
are profoundly deaf sign language users,
as well as those who are deafened or hard
of hearing, aims to close the gap in health
inequality by ensuring that deaf patients have
access to a full range of communications
support, as well as advice and information to
enable them to feel included in their care and
medical treatment.
A key aim of the service is to increase deaf
awareness amongst health professionals, in
particular, oncologists and cancer specialists
and this will be achieved by offering deaf
awareness training and guidance on how
to use British Sign Language interpreters.
BID Services will also collaborate closely
with Macmillan to ensure their resources are
available in a deaf friendly format.
Jo Judges, Macmillan Development
Manager said, “Macmillan’s ambition is to
reach and improve the lives of everyone
living with cancer, so we are delighted to

be working with BID Services to ensure
that deaf people receive the best possible
cancer treatment and care, and that health
professionals and others are aware of the
communications issues facing deaf people.”
For further information call
0121 246 6100, or email
sarah.treadwell-baker@bid.org.uk
Sarah will support deaf people directly or
indirectly affected by cancer throughout
the Birmingham and surrounding areas

Deaf young people from Bradford and North Tyneside have taken part in
a unique event in Kidland Forest, Northumberland. They were the pretend
‘casualties’ in the first mountain rescue exercise involving deaf people
The event, jointly organized by North
of Tyne Mountain Rescue Team, Bradford
Young Signers Group and NEAT, lasted for
nearly six hours as the rescue team members
had to find, treat and try to communicate with
deaf young people at three locations around
the forest.
Chris Johnson, Chair of NEAT, who works
at North Tyneside’s Deaf Support Centre at
Marden High School, North Shields, said,
“The rescue team members were very
grateful to have this experience. Although
they had never practised searching for deaf
people before, there is always the possibility
that they could be called out for some.
“By using the lip-reading abilities of the
young people, or writing down key words,
or using the BSL communicators, they
were able to evacuate all the young people
successfully.”
Saira Ahmed, Secretary of Bradford
Young Signers Group, said, “This was a very
different experience for the group, not only
did they learn valuable information about the
outdoors and rescue services, but they were
also able to meet deaf peers from Tyneside.
It was a really uplifting experience.”
This event was part-funded through
NEAT’s Countryside Champions project,

Volunteers from the North of Tyne Mountain
Rescue Team assess ‘injuries’ of one of the
deaf young people

funded by EcoMINDS. The Ecominds
funding scheme helps thousands of people
with direct experience of mental distress,
involving them in local environmental projects
to improve confidence and self-esteem. This
scheme is run by Mind, the leading mental
health charity in England and Wales, thanks
£7.5 million of BIG Lottery Funding.
For further information email
neactivitiesandtraining@hotmail.co.uk
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This issue of Hearing Times focuses
on education and your copy is packed
with the latest news, interesting
interviews and fascinating features to
keep you up-to-date with the deaf and
hard of hearing communities.
Whether you are going back to school
or starting evening BSL classes or
deciding on a suitable school for your
child, there will be articles of interest to
you in Hearing Times.
On page 11 Susan Daniels, Chief
Executive of NDCS, discusses their
six-year strategy while on page 9 one
mother describes her battle for the
best education for her son. On page
12, we feature an insightful interview
with a peripatetic teacher of the deaf.
As always if you have any comments
or would like to tell us about your
experiences please email editorial@
hearingtimes.co.uk and your letter
may be included in the next issue.
“The highest result of education
is tolerance.” Helen Keller

Helen Dewey
Editor
If you have an exciting news story to
report, an opinion to express, or an
event to promote get in touch at
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
Contributors: Juliet England, Deafinitely
Girly, Ed Gould, Bryony Parkes, Charlie
Swinbourne, Sophie Sweatman, Rebecca
Jeffrey, Breish Rowe, Platty Burford

Thanks also to: NDCS, Rayovac,
IAC, Hidden Hearing, Puretone,
Cubex, Eckel, Royal Collection, Action
Deafness, Sonus, Hamilton Lodge
School, PC Werth, Frank Barnes
School,
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The opinions expressed in articles, columns or
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Reaction to the riots
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As the nation watched in horror, riots that started in Tottenham during a peaceful protest spread across London and
to other major UK cities and deaf and hard of people were left in the dark
Breish Rowe
Hundreds of thousands of people tuned
in to the radio, watched the news, clicked
online while all this was happening. What of
Deaf and hard of hearing communities?
Facebook and Twitter were extremely
popular forms of communication: Cathy
Heffernan, a deaf journalist for the Guardian
tweeted asking about occurrences of rioting
in Peckham. Because of the responses she
received, she was able to plan a safe route
home.
“I do wish deaf people were more open to
using Twitter. It is wholly English-based, yes,
and that could be off-putting. But information
tweeted in plain English is very accessible.
Some deaf people might find it hard to ask
others for information out on the streets and
end up feeling completely out of the loop.
With Twitter you can ask people for updates
using your phone rather than approaching
then in person.”
However, the use of Facebook and Twitter
has been criticised by the Government and
the media as unreliable due to the subjective
nature of its content. A lack of context can
create false impressions, start rumours or
generate unnecessary panic.
Nevertheless, Deaf and hard of hearing
communities need a reliable means of
gathering information.
A sign language interpreter, who wishes
to remain anonymous due to the nature of his
work spoke to Hearing Times, criticising the
lack of sign-language interpreted news slots,
arguing that a solution needs to be found to
allow interpreters during live news, as it is
this information that people need access to.

Christof Niklaus

A note from the Editor

Hearing Times

Parents are being forced to break up their families and send their children across the country to
find schools with adequate classroom acoustics

“Television channels with an obligation
to provide interpreted television do it at their
convenience rather than consult with the Deaf
community to find out which programme and
time slots are best for in-vision interpreting…
if there is breaking news many interpreters
live in London and could be called to see if
they were available to go to the studio and
interpret breaking news, or Deaf interpreters
could have access to the auto-cue from the
studio.”
Christof Niklaus witnessed the riots from

his home, close to central Croydon. He kept
updated through BBC and Sky Live news,
but found the updates poor due to “inept”
subtitling, with time delays and misheard
words.
Whatever the solution, it is clear that Deaf
and hard of hearing people should have to
rely on social networking sites for information.
Section 4(i) of the Communications Act
clearly states that OFCOM must take into
account the needs of people with disabilities.
The battle for equality continues.

Local hearing aid recycling scheme launched
Suffolk hearing care specialists, The Hearing Care Centre, have recently launched their brand new appeal to help thousands of
hard-of-hearing individuals who have limited financial resources across the world
The Suffolk Hearing Aid Recycling
Scheme, which has been created in cooperation with Lions International, requires
members of the public to donate unwanted,
unused or broken hearing instruments, no
matter how old or in what condition.
These hearing aids are then recycled,
repaired or refurbished and sent to countries
in need by Lions International representatives.
The World Health Organisation estimates
that 278 million people worldwide have
moderate to profound hearing loss in both

ears. Yet, current annual production of
hearing aids is estimated to meet less than
10% of global need. The poor are especially
affected because they are unable to afford
the preventative care necessary to avoid
hearing loss, or hearing aids to improve their
hearing.
The Hearing Care Centre, who offer local,
private hearing care services in Suffolk, have
established well over a dozen donations points
across the county, including GP Surgeries
and Health Centres in: Botesdale, Bury St
Edmunds, Eye, Felixstowe, Framlingham,

Hadleigh, Halesworth, Ipswich, Needham
Market, Newmarket, Southwold, Stowmarket
and Woodbridge.
For those who live outside of Suffolk
donations can also be made via post to:
Recycling Scheme, The Hearing Care
Centre, 5 High Street, Ipswich, IP1 3JZ.
For further information on the scheme
call 01473 230330 or visit
www.hearingcarecentre.co.uk/recycle

Readers’ Letters
Dear Editor,
I write to tell you of my recent experiences
of public transport on the return journey from
Nottingham to Alfreton.
Following a First Aid at Work course,
myself and my hearing dog, Mitchell, boarded
the 15.45 train to Leeds.
Four miles outside Alfreton a bump was
felt as if we had hit an object on the line. The
train ground to a halt: after about 10 minutes
an announcement was made, although I
didn’t hear it as I am deafened. After another
20 minutes I could see police and paramedics
on the line side. I spoke to one of the rail staff
going up and down the aisles, explaining
that I was hearing impaired and that Mitchell
needed to go to the toilet, especially since he
last toileted at 6:45 am.
The train lady offered to get the Transport
Police to take the dog to toilet on the nearby
railway banks, but I was not allowed to go
with him as I might fall from the steps down
onto the track. I explained Mitchell would only
toilet to my command with me in his sight.

In the end the train company
representative said they would accept
whatever Mitchell did! I pointed out that had
stations had facilities to toilet an assistance
dog, Mitchell could use them.
Almost two hours had passed, the train
could not be moved as it was a crime scene,
and Mitchell was in distress. Then it was
announced (though I only heard this thorough
conversations between passengers) that the
train had been released, but it would proceed
to Chesterfield and be ‘taken off’.
I told one of the staff the dog was
desperate and unlikely to toilet in such an
unusual place, a public train vestibule. Back
came an answer to me that after all the train
would stop at Alfreton – for the dog’s benefit.
Mitchell pulled me off the train platform
and made toilet on nearby scrub land.
Mitchell has since been on a train and
showed little distress despite his previous
ordeal. I reported the incident to Hearing
Dogs and await their response.
Don Sharpe

Response from East Midlands Trains
“Please accept our apologies for the
extensive disruption you experiencesd
on your recent journey with East
Midlands Trains.
“As you are probably aware the train
was delayed as a result of hitting a
person on the line.
“To allow emergency services to
carry out their duties, the line had to
be temporarily closed and we were
unable to move the train.
“I do appreciate the disruption this
caused to your journey and apologise
for a ny distress caused.”
Mr Sharpe was offered compensation to the
value of his train ticket for this journey.
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Deaf friendly social networking website launched
The first social networking site for deaf people was set recently launched. www.
deafbubble.com aims to provide an information resource for deaf and hard of
hearing people worldwide and facilitate communication between members
Rebecca Jeffrey
deafbubble features blogs, photos,
events, quizzes and polls, a forum and a
virtual marketplace where members and
businesses can advertise products and
services. It also boasts a multiple user video
chat facility, the first of its kind, which enables
users to instantly chat with up to 50 other
people using speech or sign language.
The website is designed to be easy
to navigate and boasts a user friendly
‘dashboard’, from which all functions of the
site can be accessed. Site members are
allocated a personal profile with private
message inbox and public comments page.
Member Ashlea Jones, 14, a fan of the chat
rooms and games said, “It’s great for deaf
family and friends in different countries over
the world.”
Piloted as Deafnet, deafbubble was
developed by Manchester based parent
company Deaf United, in consultation with
target users over a three month period. Deaf
United was set up in association with the
Deaf Education Advocacy Fellowship (DEAF)
to create and manage deafbubble and raise
awareness of deaf issues.
Steven Lygate, one of Deaf United’s
three directors, believes organisations can
benefit from deafbubble’s video capabilities.
He says, “The feature could be used as a
teaching aid for deaf students, they don’t
have to be in a classroom to participate in
lessons.” He adds, “Hearing people could be
taught BSL via the Video link.” Steven says
that businesses which register on the site
can also benefit from communicating with

£250k bill to send seven deaf
pupils to school in England

3

Northern Ireland’s Department of Education is spending almost £250,000 per
year sending seven deaf pupils to a boarding school in England because
there is no grammar school in the country with a hearing unit
Parents who want a grammar school
education for their hearing-impaired child
have to make the decision to enrol their
11-year-old son or daughter at the Mary Hare
School for the Deaf in Newbury, Berkshire, if
they pass the entrance exam.

As well as deaf social networking, the site
could also be used as a teching aid

customers via the video chat function.
Deaf United is currently using focus
groups to gather information on changes
and additions members would like to make
to deafbubble, which is active on Twitter and
Facebook. A name poll asking users to vote
on whether to keep deafbubble or switch to
deafbook is also in progress.
According to Steven, Facebook was a
necessary influence because of its success.
However he emphasises, “All forms of social
media include similar features as they are
useful to the end users,” adding, “We also
have features not available on Facebook such
as Face2Face chat and video conference
rooms providing users with the ability to chat
in private, or as a group.”
The site, which already has over 100
members, is currently funded by Deaf
United’s directors and will eventually feature
revenue generating adverts. Another social
networking site for deaf people, Deafbook.
net, was launched in March this year.

“Why should my son be denied
a grammar school education just
because of his hearing loss?”
Although the department picks up the
average annual cost of £33,000 per pupil,
parents still have to spend thousands of
pounds a year on flights and accommodation.
Collette Massey is just one mother who
had to make the difficult decision to send her
son Michael, who has sensorineural hearing
loss, to the specialist school in England.
While she has no regrets, despite Michael
being separated from his parents and two
sisters including his twin, she admits at times
it is heart-breaking.
Mrs Massey, who teaches in a County
Antrim secondary school, said, “Why
should my son be denied a grammar school
education just because of his hearing loss?
“It was a huge wrench, breaking up our
family, fear of the unknown, worrying if the
right decision had been made - and criticism,
usually unspoken but still felt, that it was a
terrible thing to send your child away.
“You do what’s right for your child and we

Irish parents are ending their children to
another country for a better education

feel we made the right decision sending him
to board - he has really blossomed.”
A Department of Education spokesperson
said that while there are no grammar schools
with hearing units “in order to facilitate the
inclusion of pupils with a hearing loss in a
range of schools including grammar schools,
an appropriate level of support is available”.
This includes qualified teachers of the
deaf in the boards’ specialist peripatetic
services for the hearing impaired, specialist
equipment and “where deemed necessary,
a designated level of classroom assistant
support”.
The
spokesperson
added,
“The
department will keep under review the
potential to make appropriate provision for
hearing impaired pupils within the island of
Ireland.”
Advertisement

Train the brain

Hearing is a sense, listening is a skill
Cubex introduces the UK Edition of LACE
Last year, Cubex commissioned Ipsos MORI to conduct
online research into British adults’ views on hearing
rehabilitation. The survey showed that British adults
consider that “paying attention to what is being said“
is as important as “having good hearing” in order to be
able to hear conversations well (98% and 97% important
respectively). This confirms the importance of listening
– the process of hearing with intention and attention
– in effective communication. However, if one cannot

hear, it is difficult to listen. A hearing aid combined
with listening training is essential for successful
communication.
This insight reinforced the need for us to continue with
auditory training tools as part of our patient journey.
Listening and Communication Enhancement (LACE)
training has been used at Cubex for almost 3 years. It
is tool aimed at improving the skill of listening. LACE is

For more information on the survey, please visit our media room & press release section at www.cubex.co.uk
OR call us to arrange a LACE consultation with one of our trusted experts.

Independent Hearing Healthcare Professionals since 1964
25 New Cavendish Street, London W1G 8LP
T 020 7935 5511 F 020 7935 5565 E customerservice@cubex.co.uk
www.cubex.co.uk

designed to retrain the brain to comprehend speech and
help an individual develop skills and strategies to deal
with situations when hearing alone is inadequate. It is a
valuable exercise that helps people get the best out of
their hearing devices. This auditory training, interactive
and adaptable to individual performance, presents
challenging and enjoyable tasks with immediate
feedback on personal progress.
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Ethiopian link for
Brighton Deaf School
Nicholas Ansell a former Hamilton
Lodge student, and now a member
of its care staff visited Ethiopia
recently
He visited 2
schools; Nkemete
Deaf School in
the west of the
country,
which
Hamilton Lodge
has been linked
with for over 15
years and has
raised over £3000
for, and Viktory
Deaf School in
the capital Addis
Adaba.
Nicholas took gifts that were donated by
Hamilton Lodge students and staff including
pens, pencils and sports equipment Whilst
out there he worked with students and staff
and met Jenny Merritt who taught there for
14 years having formerly been a teacher at
Hamilton Lodge.
Hamilton Lodge Head Teacher Graham
Sheppard said, “Our ongoing links with the
Nkemete Deaf School in Ethiopia are really
important to us. Every Christmas we collect
useful items for the Ethiopian Deaf students
and raise money at our Christmas play. It
was lovely that this year Nicholas was able
to deliver the gifts personally.
One of the skills he was able to share
was teaching tennis, he is a member of the
British Deaf Tennis Team, and it was great
that he was able to share his passion for the
sport with the Ethiopian students.
“Getting a greater understanding of what
life is like for Deaf children in Ethiopia is an
important addition to our students education
and development.” Nicholas Ansell said, “It
really hit me how happy the children were
and how keen they were to come to school
and learn. I really enjoyed teaching all the
children.”
The video is in British Sign Language and
has subtitles, it was produced in partnership
with the Crew Club in Whitehawk and it
can be viewed on Youtube on the Hamilton
Brighton Channel www.youtube.com/user/
HamiltonBrighton.
For further information about the school
visit www.hamiltonlsc.co.uk
Advertisement
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Second-hand smoke can cause hearing loss, warns research
Exposure to smoking can nearly double the chances of hearing loss among teenagers, according to new research

Ed Gould
The study, published in Archives of
Otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery,
looked at adolescents’ exposure to secondary
smoking.
Researchers from NYU School of Medicine
in the US claim the work highlights important
public health issues. “We need to evaluate
how we deal with smoking in public places
and at home, as well as how often and when
we screen children for hearing loss,” said Anil
Lalwani, MD, Professor of Otolaryngology,
Physiology
and
Neuroscience,
and
Paediatrics.
According to Lalwani, who led the
research at NYU, more then half American
youngsters are exposed to secondary, or
passive, smoking. “As most of the children
were unaware of their hearing loss, simply
asking children at risk is insufficient to screen
for hearing loss,” he told Hearing Times.
“Thus, we should consider screening
those adolescents exposed to secondary
smoking for hearing loss.”

More than 1,500 teenagers participated in
the study with initial hearing tests conducted
in their homes. “These included testing of pure
tone thresholds for individual frequencies and
tympanometry,” he said.
Exposure to secondary smoking was
evaluated by blood tests for the chemical
cotinine, a derivative of nicotine. Where the
chemical was detected above a threshold,
in cases where the participant had not
themselves smoked for the last five days,
the research team designated exposure to
secondary smoking.
Those teenagers who were exposed
to second hand smoke are more likely to
have hearing loss, based on damage to the
cochlea, the researchers claim.
“It’s the type of hearing loss that usually
tends to occur as one gets older, or among
children born with congenital deafness,” said
co-author Michael Weitzman, MD.
“In those exposed, the hearing thresholds
were elevated at all frequencies and
statistically significant for two, three and

four kHz,” Lalwani told Hearing Times. “This
suggests that the injury to cochleae is global,
from the base to the apex.”
Weitzman claimed that mild childhood
hearing problems can be subtle and,
undetected, potentially lead to classroom
behavioural problems, or even misdiagnoses
of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.
However, in a report into the study, Nursing
Times questioned the researchers’ ability to
make such claims. “This study did not directly
assess what the functional consequences
of the hearing loss experienced by the
adolescents in this study were,” it states.
“It also did not assess the potential
confounder of exposure to loud noise, a major
risk factor for hearing loss,” it continues.
Lalwani explained that his team would
like to go on to study the link between
behavioural issues, undiagnosed deafness
and secondary smoking. In future work, he
would also like to determine whether hearing
loss can be prevented by removing exposure
to smoke.

Doncaster’s Student of the Year

An exemplary deaf student who has gained vocational qualifications, undertaken work experience and deemed a
positive role model has been named Student of the Year
Ridwan Ojetola, was awarded the Cherry
Glenville Student of the Year award at
Doncaster Deaf College’s annual prize day
in front of his peers, guest speaker Martin
Withers Chief Pilot of the Vulcan XH558
which is now based at Doncaster’s Robin
Hood Airport and Doncaster’s elected mayor,
Peter Davies.
Ridwan, who originates from Nigeria,
started his time at Doncaster College for the
Deaf in 2006 where he has achieved targeted
learning goals in literacy, maths, British Sign
Language and vocational qualifications
in ICT, Business and Administration and
Customer Service.
Bobbie Roberts, Chair of Trustees said,
“We were delighted to honour Ridwan in this
way. He has received exemplary reports from
his course tutors and his work-experience
placements in Doncaster and in his home
area of Dagenham.”
Ridwan returned to Doncaster in 2010
with a Department for Work and Pensions
funding contract and secured employment
for three months in the Media and Office
Technology Department.
“Throughout his time at Doncaster
College for the Deaf he has been an excellent

ambassador, undertaking responsibility as
a college Tour Guide on Open Days, has
helped out and been involved in the Learning
and Skills Improvement Service events.
“He has been a positive role-model for
hard of hearing and deaf learners,” added
Mrs Roberts. The annual prize day event
was attended by family and friends of the
students and key stakeholders and partners
of the Deaf Trust.

“Deaf people should have an
absolute right to an education
based on their first language –
British Sign Language.”
Alan Robinson, Executive Principal said,
“This was a fantastic event. I am more and
more convinced with every passing year of
the value of the education and training this
organisation provides. I believe that every
child and young person is entitled to an
education that meets their holistic needs –
provision that enables them to meet their full
potential, and thoroughly enjoy the process
of doing so.
“Deaf people should have an absolute
right to an education based on their first

Bobbie Roberts with Ridwan Ojetola

language – British Sign Language.
“This is what we provide and we are
extremely proud of all that we help our
students to achieve.
“We are delighted that year by year we
see people of all ages and from across the
whole country come to Doncaster College for
the Deaf. Our students are our ambassadors
and we are extremely proud of what they
have achieved.”

National charity awards £30,000 for hearing research

The University of Sheffield is will receive a share of new research grants from national charity Deafness Research UK

A WORLDWIDE SUPPLIER OF
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REFURBISHMENT SERVICE
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CONTACT DETAILS
Phone: +44 (0) 1276 471199
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Grants worth over £92,000 have been
allocated for a record number of groundbreaking
hearing
research
projects
throughout the UK, with a third of this funding
earmarked to support vital research in
Sheffield – aimed at tackling some of the key
issues facing deafness research today.
Grants worth £30,000 will provide funding
for two key projects at the University of
Sheffield’s world leading Department of
Biomedical Science; investigating the
production of auditory sensory ‘hair cells’
and mutations responsible for some forms
of hereditary deafness. The department has
an outstanding international reputation for
research and is one of the most highly rated
research units in Europe.
Professor Matthew Holley has been
awarded £15,000 for cutting edge research
hoping to reveal the function of a protein
molecule believed to be responsible for the
development, growth and survival of auditory
hair cells.
“The Sheffield laboratory led by Professor

Matthew Holley and his team is doing
amazing work and we are delighted and very
proud to be supporting their ground-breaking
research,” said Vivienne Michael, Chief
Executive of Deafness Research UK. “The
progress made into hearing research in the
last 25 years has been staggering and we
are all looking forward to working together
moving forwards towards the ultimate aim of
a cure for deafness.”            
Professor Holley and his colleagues have
made great progress in research into hearing
loss, with the long term aim of stimulating the
regeneration of damaged hearing. Professor
Holley explained that while research can
take many years to filter through to clinical
trials, great strides have already been made
in discovering the genes involved in sensory
regeneration. Such exciting discoveries are
a cause for optimism, but Professor Holley
emphasised the importance of maintaining
a sense of perspective on the timescales
involved.
“Few people appreciate that it can take

Professor Matthew Holley has been awarded
£15,000 for cutting edge hearing loss research

anywhere from 15 to 25 years to take a
development from the research stage to full
clinical trial and ultimately to licence new
treatments for use in humans, he said.
“Our Biomedical Science Department
is pursuing some of the most exciting and
ambitious projects in deafness research and
thanks to funding from charities like Deafness
Research UK, this exciting work is able to
continue,” Professor Holley concluded.
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Chairman Mao’s cure for deafness

Propaganda film shows how Chinese
people were told acupuncture cured
deafness

Ed Gould

having witnessed a ”miracle on earth created
by Mao Zedong thought.”
It’s relatively rare to see footage of people
signing half a century ago, much less Chinese
children signing during Chairman Mao’s
regime. Yet despite the fact that they lived in
very different times to ours, it is possible to
see through their facial expressions and signs
that they express themselves in a way that
feels familiar to deaf people today.
The sad side of this film is that the children
were not only exposed to a treatment that didn’t
work, but were also presumably encouraged
to act as though they were “cured.” It’s a
fascinating insight into the way deaf people
were perceived during those years, and the
claims that were made on their behalf.
You can see the film for yourself, with
subtitles, at this link:
http://youtu.be/r4U_aclJesl

Call to empower ‘hidden’ BME deaf
and hard of hearing communities
Thousands of people with a varying degree of hearing loss from Black,
Minority and Ethnic (BME) backgrounds across Leicester and Leicestershire
are missing out on support services, according to a leading D/deaf charity
Deaf-led organisation, Action Deafness
(AD), believes there are 18,000 people with
some degree of hearing loss, from mild to
profound, in the city and county from BME
communities – and that only a fraction are
accessing the important services they are
entitled to.
Last year the organisation launched a
special project under the banner of its AD
Cultural arm, called HearNow, to tackle the
challenge of such ‘hard to reach’ communities
and encourage more people to come forward.

Traditional cultural attitudes
reinforce stigmas and fear of
disability. Language diffidulties
also play a part and mainstream
services are not sensitive or
culturally appropriate
The HearNow project has registered
almost 400 clients, who are taking advantage
of specialist services and advice – including
free British Sign Language (BSL) courses
and D/deaf Awareness Training - but knows
there are many deaf and hard of hearing
people in BME communities it has not yet
reached.
Jaz Mann, AD Cultural Manager, believes
traditional cultural attitudes reinforce stigmas
and fear of disability. This, he says, means
many deaf and hard of hearing people
from BME communities remain reluctant to
access services. Language difficulties also
play a part and impressions that mainstream
services provided are not sensitive or
culturally appropriate.
The HearNow project is staffed by trained
professionals from BME backgrounds who
have been talking to BME organisations,

Sign when you’re winning
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A nationally successful signing choir will defend its title as champions
following a successful effort to raise travel expenses

Charlie Swinbourne
A Chinese propaganda film which was
uploaded to YouTube has caused discussion
and debate online. The film shows Chinese
deaf children signing in schools during the
Cultural Revolution, and - remarkably - goes
on to claim that acupuncture cured their
deafness.
The film begins by introducing us to a
school of “deaf mutes,” who, we’re told, remain
full of “boundless love for our great leader
Chairman Mao.” Their deafness is blamed not
on chance, illness or nature, but on the “traitor
and scab Liu Shaoqui,” (the former Chairman
of the Republic who fell out of favour) ”the
ministry of health run by city bureaucrats,” and
“the bourgeois medical authorities.”
It then goes on to show how the ‘People’s
Liberation Army Mao Zedong Thought Medical
Team’ consulted Mao’s “brilliant essays” to
explore the contradiction of why the children
can’t speak, despite having “normal vocal
chords.” “There are no famous doctors or
specialists among them,” the voiceover says
“They are six ordinary health care soldiers.”
We then see them using acupuncture
to treat deafness, with what are said to be
”remarkable results,” as we’re told that some
students are said to have regained their
hearing after only two treatments, and that
all 105 students were cured only two months
later. Their deaf school is then closed down.
The film ends with a predictably uplifting
finale, with the students calling Mao’s name -

News

The HearNow project works directly with BME
communities at grassroots level

to families and to deaf and hard of hearing
people in the heart of their communities.
Mr Mann, who is himself profoundly
Deaf, said, “We are working directly with
BME communities at grassroots level to
offer appropriate support to deaf and hard
of hearing people and their families. But we
know we have only scratched the surface and that there are thousands of people with
a hearing loss from BME communities across
the city and county who remain ‘hidden’ and
are not accessing the services they are
entitled to.
“This is often due to stigma and cultural
barriers. This can mean they lead lives
isolated from the rest of society, never
fulfilling their potential.”
Mr Mann said, “I would urge anyone who
is deaf or hard of hearing, or knows anyone
impacted by a hearing loss to contact us.
It might be the single most important step
they take in improving their quality of life, or
improving the life of someone they know.”
For further information visit
www.actiondeafness.org.uk

Dee Sign Choir won the inaugural Signing
Choirs Competition last year but feared a
return trip would be unaffordable. The Chester
based group has now almost raised enough
funds to cover travel costs to the Jersey
Eisteddfod, in November.
“Many of the choir members expressed
concern about the rising cost of this weekend
away and accommodation,” said Anne
Hesketh, Dee Sign Choir’s Director. She told
Hearing Times that as the competition is only
five weeks before Christmas and with 14 of the
choir’s membership being children, financial
arrangements needed to be considered early.
“As Director, I have taken it upon myself
to write to trusts, local organisations, and so
on to try and get sufficient funds in so that
everyone will either go free of charge, or at a
much reduced cost,” she said.
The 64 strong choir has estimated costs of
£11,000 to make the return trip to the Channel
Island in defence of the title. “I started writing
in February and I am delighted to say we are
already only £500 short of our goal,” Hesketh
told Hearing Times. Other choir members
have taken it upon themselves to do their own
fundraising.
Choir stalwart of 10 years, Roger Boddy,
approached his housing association for help,
including a DVD of the winning performance
from 2010 with his application. Friends of Muir
Group, a charity linked to the association,
subsequently made a donation to cover the
expenses of Mr Boddy and his wife.

Dee Sign Choir

Hearing Times

Mr Boddy and Dee Sign Choir performing Any
Dream Will Do from Joseph

Hesketh said that Muir Group were so
impressed by the DVD that they want the choir
to perform at their AGM and at a conference,
in September. Choir members are proud of
their record with both performing and donation
raising.
“The choir is not funded in any way,” said
Hesketh, “but Cheshire Fire and Rescue
Service have sponsored the choir’s uniform,
for which we are extremely grateful.”
Since the choir’s establishment in 1997,
they claim to have raised over £140,000 for
various deafness related projects. The choir’s
reputation has grown since winning the title
with a number of appearances on television
and in other media outlets.
Likewise, the choir’s repertoire has
increased over the years. “We find there are
some songs that really lend themselves to
BSL,” explained Hesketh. “But some songs are
easier to sign than others, depending on the
amount of translation needed.”
The group is now so popular that there is
a restricted intake and a waiting list for new
members. “An increasing number of children
have shown an interest in learning BSL and we
have now just set up a new group called DeeSign Dynamix for youngsters,” she added.
Advertisement
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Siemens launches waterproof
hearing instrument
Aquaris developed to provide swimmers,
sailors and the physically active with
amplification despite the impact of water,
sweat and dirt
An innovative
waterproof,
dust and impact
resistant hearing
instrument
has
been
launched
by
hearing
health
experts
Siemens Hearing
Instruments.
Designed for anybody with hearing
impairment that undertakes energetic activity
either at work or during their spare time,
Aquaris™ efficiently repels water, perspiration
and dirt while its watertight housing
safeguards against damage.
Aquaris is ideal for those who enjoy
swimming, sailing, surfing and other
water sports thanks to its watertight
properties. Featuring a special casing with a
sealed battery compartment, a watertight but
air-permeable microphone membrane and
protective cover, Aquaris is also suitable for
individuals when running, mountain biking or
playing other sports. A scratchproof, rubberlike surface holds the device securely behind
the ear and an attachable sports clip adds
extra security to prevent it from slipping
during exercise. The device’s innovative
housing protects the inside workings from
damp, dirt, impacts and jolts while its
ergonomic shape and soft-touch lacquering
make it virtually shockproof.
For further information visit
www.siemens.co.uk/hearing
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Edinburgh MP’s support for online interpreting
Deaf Action has been trialling an online interpreting service that provides instant access to interpreters for Deaf
British Sign Language (BSL) users
Mike Crockart, MP for Edinburgh West,
recently visited Deaf Action’s head office in
Edinburgh to find out more about the service
and see it in action.
Deaf Action are now offering a full time
online interpreting service throughout
Scotland, in collaboration with SignVideo, an
award winning Deaf-led social enterprise.
Frankie McLean, a social worker at Deaf
Action, met with Mike Crockart to discuss the
importance of equal access for Deaf people,
particularly in employment.

It is estimated that the ratio of
BSL /English interpreters to sign
language users in Scotland is
one interpreter for every 200 sign
language users.
Frankie commented, “Deaf Action’s
SignVideo service really increases access for
Deaf people in many settings like universities,
colleges and in the workplace. It allows the
Deaf community to confidently make phone
calls in their first language; British Sign
Language.”
Mike Crockart is keen to ensure his office
is accessible to all constituents and has
signed up to Deaf Action’s Online Interpreting
service to enhance communication with Deaf
BSL users.
Mike Crockart said, “I was very
impressed by the demonstration of the online
interpreting service. It is very simple to use
but will transform the way in which I can
communicate with Deaf BSL constituents. I

Frankie McLean (L), Social Worker at Deaf Action with Mike Crockart MP (R) is keen to ensure his
office is accessible to all constituents and has signed up to Deaf Action’s Online Interpreting service

hope that many organisations will adopt this
online facility.”
It is estimated that the ratio of BSL /
English interpreters to sign language users in
Scotland is one interpreter for every 200 sign
language users.
This shortage means that interpreters are
booked up in advance and many interpreters
are unable to accept bookings at short notice
“Booking an interpreter has often proved

difficult; if you are unable to provide a few
weeks notice you may have to reschedule
appointments to ensure a BSL/English
interpreter will be available. Having the
opportunity to call an interpreter at any time
is a huge advantage”, Frankie added.
For further information about Deaf
Action’s Online Interpreting service visit
www.deafaction.org

Advertisement

Assistive Listening Devices
Allowing you to live your life to the full and enjoy every moment

Do you struggle to hear in certain situations?
Even when wearing your hearing aid?

t Conversor Pro
This versatile communications device
reduces background sound and
emphasizes the selected sound, providing
optimal sound quality in a variety of
environments

t Conversor TV Pro
A simple to use TV Listener which works
with the Conversor Pro receiver
The Conversor Pro receiver can also be
used as a personal listener

t Director Pro
This is a directional microphone for use
with voice recorder for students with
dyslexia
Focuses on speaker’s voice in a lecture or
group meeting

Call: +44 (0)870 066 3499
Email: info@conversorproducts.com
Visit: www.conversorproducts.com

Conversor Ltd Lansbury Estate,
102 Lower Guildford Road
Woking, Surrey GU21 2EP, England
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Vanity causing
Product review - the highs and lows of gadgets & gizmos
problems for hard
of hearing Britons Sennheiser Set 840-TV
An estimated 900,000 Brits don’t
use an audiology headset because
it will make them feel old, while an
estimated 1 million Brits admit their
hearing problems cause arguments
with their partner
Millions of British people with hearing
problems are suffering unnecessarily – and
damaging their family relationship – because
of personal vanity, according to research
from audio manufacturer Sennheiser.
Sennheiser’s survey of 551 people with
mild or moderate hearing problems found
that the vast majority (87%) don’t use an
audiology headset – a specially designed
device that can be plugged into a TV, stereo
or other piece of audio equipment – to help a
person with hearing difficulties hear it better.
In fact, a third (33%) of these people
were unaware that such headset products
even existed, while the other 54% knew
about them but chose not to use them.
If this is reflected across the 6.7m adults
in Britain who have hearing difficulties, it
would mean millions of people are missing
out on an easy way to improve their quality
of life.
When asked why they didn’t use these
headsets, nearly one in five of those
surveyed (19%) said it was because it would
make them feel old, while similar numbers
cited not liking how the headsets would
make them look (17%) and claimed that they
would be ashamed or embarrassed to use
them (14%).
This is despite the strain their hearing
problems can place on their families. Nearly
one in five of those surveyed (18%) said that
their hearing problem causes arguments
with their partner, while one in 10 (10%)
said it causes arguments with the rest of the
family.
One in 11 (9%) said their family members
often leave the room when they’re watching
TV or listening to music because they have
to have the volume turned up.
Meanwhile a huge 39% of people with a
hearing problem have never sought medical
advice about it. Perhaps surprisingly, more
women (42%) then men (37%) have chosen
not to go to the doctors about their difficulty,
despite the stereotypical view that men are
most reluctant to ask for professional help.
Andy Lewis, business development
manager at Sennheiser, said, “There are
millions of people in Britain who have
hearing problems that aren’t severe enough
to warrant a hearing aid.
“Lots of these people seem to assume
that they simply have to live with the negative
consequences of their poor hearing – turning
up the volume on their TVs, radios and
stereos and thereby damaging the quality of
life of their partners and children.
“In fact, audiology headsets could make
a huge difference and it’s often only vanity
holding people back from using them. We
need a major shift in public understanding so
that wearing a headset is seen as a positive
sign of improving your life, not an admission
of weakness or age.
For further information about the survey
visit www.sennheiser.co.uk

Juliet England

Subtitled programmes are a godsend for
many of us, but they’re not going to help you
appreciate the nuances of a sophisticated
piece of classical music, for example.
Sometimes, you just have to have the sound
as well.
The Sennheiser Set 840-TV is a
wireless listening system for televisions
and other sound sources, like radios, CDs
and computers. There’s a listening range
of 100metres, and it can transmit through
walls, allowing you to wander around while
listening.
First impressions were good – the base
unit is robust while the headset is nice and
light, and pleasingly flexible, while also
being pretty comfortable to wear. It’s a smart
looking piece of kit, as well.
I’ve tried a few of these sorts of products,
and this has to be one of the easier ones
I’ve come across to set up. The instructions
looked intimidatingly extensive, until I realised
that only a fraction of them were in English.
Anyway, the thing was so simple to hook
up that I could practically do it myself without
glancing at the handbook. Given that I have
the technical expertise of a houseplant, this
was no mean feat.
I tried it with music and the telly, and

was seriously impressed with the clarity and
quality of sound on both.
If you live in a block of flats, or with
someone else, this product will minimise
disturbance for other people – it just means
that anyone wanting to attract your attention
may have to work a little bit harder to do so.
One online reviewer said the headset of
the Set 840-TV did not fit their mother’s small
head, and someone else wrote that he would
have liked a mute button on the front to pause
the sound when his wife said something to
him. But there were many others who raved
about the gadget.
There is a large, ergonomic volume
control on the receiver, and in fact the sound
is so powerful at the maximum level that
there is no need to turn it up high.
The receiver turns on and off
automatically when it is put on or removed.
There are three hearing settings to choose
from on the transmitter, including optimised
speech and treble emphasis.
This device comes with a chargeable
battery, with an operating time of up to nine
hours, and there’s a charging compartment
at the side of the transmitter. The spare
battery provides extra listening time while the
first one is being recharged.

There are three connection options for the
Set 840-TV – a headphone, RCA or SCART
socket, with the relevant adapters supplied.
Sennheiser recommends using the SCART
connection if possible.
Another nice touch was the spare ear
pads also supplied – I have learnt the hard
way how easy these can be to lose.
With its £250 price tag, this product
doesn’t come cheap. But if you’ve been
struggling to enjoy your music or favourite TV
programmes without driving someone else
mad, it could just be a price worth paying.

Channel 4 to follow the Child’s play for new nursery nurse manger
love lives of Undateables Natalie Marsh, aged 26, from Swallownest, has been appointed manager of
The Channel 4 Factual Entertainment
department has commissioned
Betty to make a series about
people looking for love – but with a
difference

The Undateables (working title) will follow
a range of people whose ability to form
relationships is affected by an impairment
or challenging condition - such as being
deaf or having Tourette’s, Asperger’s or
Narcolepsy. The programme will chart their
quest to find love in an image-obsessed
world where people are too quick to make
snap judgements or assumptions based on
first impressions, and even consider such
people to be ‘undateable’.
The series will feature a personal
introductions agency whose unique method
of pro-actively searching for perfect matches
will give everyone the best chance of finding
a suitable partner. The agency will be fully
inclusive and have both disabled and nondisabled people on their books, who for their
very own reasons have found it difficult to find
love and decided it’s time to do something
about it.
The Undateables will explore how
society’s attitude towards anyone who
digresses from what is considered to be the
norm can have a profound impact on those
people’s lives.
The 4 x 60 series has been commissioned
by Liam Humphreys and will be executive
produced by Vicky Hamburger and series
produced by Lucy Leveugle. It will air next
year. Channel 4 Deputy Head of Factual
Entertainment, Liam Humphreys, said, “We
want to challenge people’s perceptions
about what is considered to be ‘normal’, but
ultimately this isn’t going to be a programme
about disability. It’s about a universal desire
- to find love.”
Betty played a major role in this with
programmes such as Truly Madly Deeply,
Find Me a Family and Beauty and the Beast.
For more information contact Saskia
Wirth on swirth@channel4.co.uk
or call 0207 306 6431

the Little Learners Days Nursery, based at Doncaster Deaf Trust

Miss Marsh has worked at the Trust
since 2006 when she was appointed as
deputy manager and has stood up into the
manager’s role to cover maternity leave on
two occasions.
She said, “I am delighted to have the
opportunity to take on this new role. Little
Learners Day Nursery is fantastic place to
work with a great facility and dedicated staff.
“We have over 200 children registered
with us and are one of three nurseries in
Doncaster which offers enhanced provision
for special educational needs.
Miss Marsh, who has a one year old son,
William, is now studying for her BA (Hons)
Degree in Early Childhood Studies at High
Melton.
“We have just run a successful
Modern Apprenticeship Scheme and this
is something that we will be looking to do

again as it has enabled us to train new staff
with the relevant skills and competencies
needed to look after children.
“Our children have a fun time at nursery
while following the curriculum and learning
from an early age,” added Miss Marsh.
Miss Marsh replaces Mrs Lyndsey Cope
who was nursery manager for five years
undertaking some huge projects during her
time at the Trust including the planning and
opening of the Baby Unit.
Bobbie Roberts, Chair of the Trust, said,
“We are very pleased to have Natalie on
board as our new nursery manager. She
is an extremely capable individual and
is always looking at ways to improve our
service and offer that little bit extra.”
For further information please visit
www.deaf-trust.co.uk/nursery
Advertisement

DO YOUR ‘EAROBICS’ WITH LACE
We’ve turned hearing on its head...

• A few minutes a day with LACE ‘earobics’
(physical therapy for hearing) - helps maximise
hearing and listening skills and enhances
the ability to communicate effectively
• This personal interactive software programme
builds the confidence to hear and comprehend
speech even in difficult hearing situations
• Developed at the University of California
and used successfully by over 60,000 people,
LACE is now available in the UK,
at Certified LACE Training Centres

understand speech
up to

40% better

To find your local centre visit www.laceuk.co.uk
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Interview with Deaf Rave at Glastonbury 2011

It is a stark reminder of what people achieve if we don’t take things for granted or limit ourselves with purely linear logical beliefs
when you meet someone like DJ Troy of Deaf Rave
Sophie Sweatman
Troy, 37, was born deaf and acquired
hearing aids at the age of one. Instigated by
his mother, Troy learned to lip read for eight
years from the age of two, which he says is “a
very long time” and explains why he speaks so
well. He wouldn’t hear a thing without hearing
aids. He says, “I’m very grateful to my mum,
so thanks Mum. I love you.”
His partner in Deaf Rave is MC Geezer
who appeared to be dancing but in fact was
emceeing in sign language. MC Geezer
says, “It’s about love and peace. We all
come together as one, if he can do it I can
do it everyone can do it.”
Troy started as a deejay aged 22 and
Deaf Rave started in 2003. Both performers
had a love of music from a young age. Troy
says, “When I was growing up I used to go
night clubbing and raving and music is my
passion. You go to lots of different places,
meet lots of different people. I don’t want to
be left at home isolated for hours. I want to
be out and about. Just like everybody else
and be able bodied.”
It was through meeting Troy that MC
Geezer became a BSL artist, “it’s what I
want to do with my life actually.” From the
age of 14 MC Geezer spun disks locally
and met Troy aged 17 and, he says, “Troy
said can you do sign language and I said
no and so I learn. I did have to write lyrics
and translate it as if I didn’t understand the
word I had to ask people and then get it
creatively.”
Advertisement

A hearing person might wonder how
a DJ would match one record to the next
with hearing loss. Troy says, “I have a loop
system in my hearing aid to listen to the
music. It’s happening fast and I use my
laptop to help me match it. I have a visual
graph. The mixer and the decks, I have to
get everything prepared.”

It isn’t surprising about Troy that,
“Playing music, it’s my passion, music
changes all the time, my mood changes all
the time, it goes through different eras. The
music I’m into right now is Tech house and
electro swing. It’s all modern music. I like the
sound of the beat, the bass. I feel it, that’s
how I am.”
Troy speaks as a musical artist and a
product of his supportive upbringing, “It’s
a difficult challenge for parents when they
have a Deaf child. They don’t know what
to do, but you’ve got to try and basically

Deafblind people join
rockstars and royalty
for national launch
Deaf percussionist Dame Evelyn
Glennie brought deafblind people
together with other celebrity
drummers Blur’s David Rowntree,
the cast of STOMP and Britain’s Got
Talent star Kieran Gaffney to launch
a national drumming event for the
deafblind charity Sense

Troy describes MC Geezer’s act as,
“Expression with the hands, gesture with the
face. Very visual.” MC Geezer adds, “I feel
the sound, so the sound comes in and at the
other end my body changes.”

“When I was growing up I used to
go night clubbing and raving and
music is my passion. I don’t want to
be left at home isolated for hours.
I want to be out and about.
Just like everybody else and be
able bodied.”

September 2011

DJ Troy and MC Geezer, Deaf Rave: “It’s all about
love and peace. We come together as one.”

get on with it and do the best for your own
children.” As an established appreciator of
sound quality, Troy says, “I’ve got a digital
and an old analogue hearing aid on me right
now. Analogue is just crystal clear. I’m not
letting no robot computerise or programme
my brain. I just don’t like it. I like it natural.
The audiologist said you’re weird, you’re
crazy.”
Sencity at the O2 in Greenwhich on 10
October are waiting to hear a Deaf Rave
demo. Troy is playing the Liberty Festival on
the Southbank Centre and National Theatre
in London on Saturday 3 September and
describes his upcoming set there as another
new challenge, “I’m only playing chilled
music, not heavy music. It’ll be soul or
broken beats.”
For further information about Deaf Rave
visit www.deafrave.com

to Print

The ‘Drumathon’ launch event was at
Kings Place, London and Sense’s patron,
HRH The Princess Royal was in attendance
as well as 100 people attending the event,
including 45 deafblind children.
Drumathon is a nationwide schools activity
which took place earlier this summer in over
200 schools. Up to 10,000 primary school
children throughout the UK created a giant
simultaneous drumbeat, as well as raising
funds for the national deafblind charity Sense.
Drumathon also aims to raise awareness
of the challenges deafblind children face with
communication and to show that music is a
powerful tool in enabling them to express
themselves.
Dame Evelyn Glennie said, “Music has
a wonderful way of joining people together
from all backgrounds and ages, through the
shared experience of listening, dancing or
playing together, or in this case, drumming.
We are hoping to drum awareness into
the public of the almost quarter of a million
people who have a serious impairment of
both vision and hearing.”
For further information about Sense
www.sense.org.uk

-News and reviews from the world of D/deaf Publishing

Following this month’s theme of education, Lauren Metcalfe takes a closer look at Signs for Sexual Health resource, published by Deafax.
The menus are very clear, easy to use and load quickly. For those with
little or no experience of BSL, the DVD really helps to fully grasp the
handshapes and signing space of the signs in a way a 2D image cannot
represent, so I would recommend those that aren’t already familiar with
BSL to buy both resources together.

According to the introduction, the Signs for Sexual Health resources are
designed “to support health care professionals (Nurses, GPs, Midwives),
School Teachers and Community Youth Workers to communicate more
effectively with young deaf people and to help foster better understanding
about sexual health issues”.
The resource comes in two formats, a flipbook and a DVD, which can be
purchased together or separately. Both products break down the information
into 9 colour-coded categories; Body, Places, Greetings, Feelings, Illness,
General, People, Sexual Issues and STI. Each section features a selection of
key terminology with photographs demonstrating each sign.
The flipbook has been designed to stand upright on a desk, making it easier
for professionals to refer to. The index at the back lists the terms in
categories and subsequently in alphabetical order within each category so
reference is particularly easy when looking for a particular sign.

Overall, those who looked at the product felt it was a great introduction to
signs for sexual health. It is however, only an introduction and could
really benefit from being contextualised in some way. If you’re familiar
with sign language, already have a basic understanding of how to
communicate effectively with deaf people and would like a great basic
resource for signs related to sexual health and, to some extent, health
in general, this could be the resource for you. However, without some
context and further information to support the signs, this resource is not a
comprehensive stand-alone package for those who have no prior
experience working with deaf people. I would certainly recommend this to
professionals already working with deaf young people, such as
Teachers of the Deaf, who will find this resource a useful addition to their
library or personal collection. For those who need a little more guidance
in this area, I would suggest attending Deafax’s ‘Carrots and Condoms’
training workshop, where you can learn much more about tackling those
awkward questions and sensitive issues.
To buy the Deafax Signs for Sexual Health resources visit our website.
Hearing Times readers will receive 10% off this resource until 30th
September 2011 when entering the code DEAFAXSH.
For further information on the ‘Carrots and Condoms’ workshop, contact
Jessica@deafax.org for further information.

The images in the flip book are large and Deafax’s unique way of leaving the
arms and hands in colour, with the rest of the signer in grey, emphasises the
focus on the hands. The additional notation on the images helps to guide the
reader on how to produce the signs and this is supported by a key in the front
of the book - however nothing beats a moving image to demonstrate a sign.
The great thing about the DVD is that each sign is a separate clip on the menu
system, so you can simply click on the word you want and view the sign
without having to go in a particular sequence or what a number of clips at
once. The DVD follows the same category breakdown as the flipbook and each
menu screen is colour-coded to match the flip book.

@actiondeafbooks

Specialist book store and publisher of D/deaf resources
Tel: 0844 593 8440
Fax: 0844 593 8441

Email: adbooks@actiondeafness.org.uk
Web: www.actiondeafnessbooks.org.uk
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The
Deaf
One...
...makes a point
I’ve recently come back from a lovely
two week break away. We were lucky
with the weather, mostly.
The only day we went to the beach,
unfortunately was the only day South
Wales was hit with strong winds and
cold clouds but wellington boots were
invented for a reason after all.
Upon our return home, was something
on my mind other than the amount of
damage to my waistline. And it was
something I had to say something
about out as soon as I could.
Unfortunately during a trip to a
milkshake bar that is situated within a
very high profile holiday village I was
subjected to a blatant disregard for
Deaf Awareness.
The assistant, behind the counter
clocked my hearing aid as soon as I
spoke to her and seemingly decided
that I therefore did not exist the
second I said the word “pardon”. It
seemed that my hearing husband was
the preference to speak to – despite it
being me that was trying to make the
order.
Needless to say, I was pretty offended,
pretty quickly. I tried twice to get the
assistant to repeat what she had
said to me, and not my husband, but
once the word “pardon?” was uttered
from my lips a second time, her head
turned and faced my husband once
again.
It was very clear that it was me
making the order. It was very clear
that my husband was in charge of two
excitable children. It was very clear it
was me holding the money. But it was
also very clear, she had no interest in
making an effort to speak more clearly.
When you are Deaf, the last thing
that is acceptable, is to be treated by
someone who doesn’t regard you as
equal to the person standing next to
you.
All that is needed is a bit of common
curtsey, a clear lip pattern, perhaps a
change of terminology and if that still
doesn’t work, get the pen and paper.
Then SMILE.
We are not being a pain in the neck on
purpose. We are not being difficult for
the sake of it. Let us know you know
that.
My firm worded letter, involved
a suggestion that the staff in this
particular shop, had some Deaf
Awareness training.
I haven’t heard back yet other than
the acknowledgement but I hope I do.
Simple changes, simple awareness
and a dose of patience, will go a long
way.
For more visit www.thedeafone.co.uk

Defying the odds

My son, Jamie Miller is 18 years old and has a severe hearing loss. When he was born, there was no reason to
suspect that he would be deaf. Repeated hearing tests over a period of one year finally revealed his hearing loss at
age 18 months. He has one elder brother, Ben (19), who has normal hearing. Jamie has recently completed A’ levels
and is planning to study physiotherapy at university
Sandra Miller
“Things will only get worse.” The gloomy
prediction from Jamie’s pre-school teacher
for his educational prospects, aged three,
was upsetting.

I pleaded with him to tolerate the support
staff but he had other ideas, “I don’t need
them, why don’t they go and help someone
else?” he would protest.

Thankfully, he has proved her wrong now 18, he has just left school, is heading
for university and has achieved success in
many areas of his life. One of the keys to
his outstanding progress has been attending
good schools that have accommodated his
hearing loss.

With maturity, however, Jamie eventually
accepted their input and achieved ten
GCSEs. With no sixth form at Kingshill, we
faced another major decision. We considered
five schools and spent months with Jamie
discussing the pros and cons. One factor that
governed our final choice was Jamie’s talent
for hockey. He had played both regional and
county hockey and had an U16 England trial.

Jamie was born with a severe hearing
loss which remained undiagnosed until he
was 18 months. When he started school,
he struggled to make himself understood
and lagged well behind his peer group
academically. My husband and I lacked
experience to judge the best option but the
peripatetic teacher felt that he would cope at
our village school in Wiltshire.

While teachers wrote glowing
reports, describing him as polite,
hard-working and popular, the
teaching assistants labelled him
uncharacteristically rude.
One advantage of a small school was
that staff and pupils alike all knew that Jamie
had a hearing loss and were exceptionally
supportive. The head managed the statement
of special needs impeccably and the same
loyal teaching assistant remained constant,
developing a measure of when to step in
and help and when to allow him some much
needed independence.
By the time Jamie was due to leave
primary school, he had made massive
progress. We realised that appropriate,
well-coordinated support was essential
and that we could not be complacent about
choosing a secondary school. We did visit
our catchment school but were disappointed.
The
SENCO
lacked
experience
of deafness and the new building’s
soundproofing and acoustics were poor – we
had to keep looking. With Jamie’s statement,
we had the option to look elsewhere and our
next stop was a school where the county had
pooled resources for the hearing impaired
with a teacher for the deaf on site.
This was an attractive option but the
long distance from home forced us to keep
searching. We then visited a popular but
smaller mainstream school across the county
boundary in Gloucestershire – Cirencester
Kingshill. From our first visit, we knew it was
right. The SENCO gave us the reassurance
we needed – the school understood deafness,
it had experience of other hearing impaired
pupils and Jamie felt welcome immediately.
Kingshill exceeded our expectations in
many ways. The SENCO provided wellmanaged, bespoke support, playing to
Jamie’s strengths and building his confidence.
She was sensitive to his independence and
adjusted the support to suit. It wasn’t all plain
sailing.
While teachers wrote glowing reports,
describing him as polite, hard-working and
popular, the teaching assistants labelled
him uncharacteristically rude. Many children
would have relished extra attention but not
Jamie - he hated being separated out from
the crowd.

Dean Close in Cheltenham (an
independent boarding school) offered Jamie
a sports scholarship, allowing him to balance
academic work with hockey. We believe
strongly that, although we hadn’t previously
considered the independent sectors, it was
the right choice.With small class sizes and
highly supportive staff, Jamie has thrived and
grown in confidence. Beyond the classroom,
he has seized wide-ranging opportunities –
notably, to our amazement, entering a public
speaking competition and becoming a school
prefect.
Given his starting point, Jamie has
exceeded our expectations. He is a very
focussed and determined young man but

Jamie Miller, with school prizes

choosing the most appropriate schools – and
not necessarily the most obvious option –
has been crucial.
Without exception, the schools have
been inclusive and provided bespoke support
allowing Jamie to flourish in the classroom
and beyond.

Donaldson’s School
Information Day
A day for parents and professionals
Saturday 24 September 2011, 10am - 1pm

Situated in Linlithgow, Donaldson’s School is
Scotland’s national school for pupils who are deaf
or have communication difficulties.

Our Information Day provides a perfect opportunity to find out more about
our wide range of services and offers professionals an opportunity for CPD:
Meet our specialist staff team and learn about our unique environment of inclusive
communication
Attend workshops covering topics including Educational Audiology, Speech &
Language Therapy and Learning and Teaching
Find out about our flexible range of places, funded by local authorities including
nursery, primary, secondary and residential
Enjoy a full tour of the modern facilities and refreshments

Please register your place in advance by contacting
Kim Pedder, School Secretary, on 01506 841900 or
email kpedder@donaldsons.org.uk

www.donaldsons.org.uk

Preston Road, Linlithgow, West Lothain EH49 6HZ
Donaldson’s is a Grant Aided Special School support by the Scottish Government. Donaldson’s (Governors of Donaldson’s Trust) is a registered charity (SCO17417)
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Sexual health sessions for deaf youngsters:
bridging the education gap

A high proportion of deaf young people leave school with little or no understanding about relationships and sexual
health. These issues are taught in a deaf-friendly way to just 17% of youngsters, while a third have no idea where to
go for advice or information
Juliet England

Phew! This month I can finally declare
that the weddings are over!
After much baking, much beautifying,
much hugging, much travelling and
much smiling for a billion photos, all
my friends on this year’s list are now
betrothed successfully. Honeymoons
have been done, wedding gifts opened
and thank you cards dispatched.
All my wedding cakes were a
complete success, too, and when the
Swiss chef at the hotel where one of
the wedding receptions was asked me
if I was a pastry chef by trade, I almost
went giddy with excitement.
And best of all, I had a wonderful
time at each and every wedding. So
unfortunately, did my bank balance
– it’s been on a financial equivalent
of a helter-skelter ever since the first
groom-to-be got down on bended
knee. But that’s OK because it’s a
once in a lifetime splurge on your
favourite people, right?
Anyway, aside from all the weddings,
this summer I also learnt how to
surf – or rather I had one lesson!
But that lesson saw me squeeze
into a wetsuit and waddle out to
sea in Cornwall to master how to
paddle, stand up and fall down. It was
marvelous and if anyone wants to
try surfing with a friendly, deaf-aware
instructor, I’d really recommend Windy
at wavessurfschool.co.uk. Tell him
Deafinitely Girly sent you!
I’m always really nervous of trying
new things, and honestly surfing was
one of those things I thought I would
chicken out of trying, but with the
encouragement of London Cousins 1
& 2, I’m so happy I gave it a go.
All my worries about not being able
to follow what was going on soon
disappeared when I realised we were
in a small group of just five and that
the teaching methods were very
visual.
From learning the art of paddling and
standing up to working out which wave
to grab, it was all done with the eyes,
not the ears, and it suited me perfectly.
Even the details of which beach the
daily lessons were taking place on
got sent out by text, not phone call.
Brilliant, huh?
What’s more, it was so refreshing to
be in a learning environment and still
be able to follow what was going on.
It’s inspired me to get trying new
things in London, too. With September
coming, there’s a whole load of new
courses starting at adult education
centres all over the place, so all I have
to do is decide what I want to try…
Anywhere in London offering winter
surfing lessons?!

www.deafinitelygirly.com

These are the findings from research
carried out by Reading-based organisation
Deafax, which provides learning for deaf
people through training, workshops and
websites.
As resource development manager
and leader trainer Rubbena AurangzebTariq explains, there are many reasons for
this shortfall in education and knowledge,
which clearly increases the risk of sexually
transmitted
infections
and
unwanted
pregnancies.
And the problem is especially worrying
given that the UK already has some of
western Europe’s highest rates of teenage
pregnancies, while sexually transmitted
diseases are on the rise among this age
group. The incidence of Chlamydia among
young people, for example, is reported to
have doubled in the last decade.
“Sometimes there’s a lack of confidence,
especially when it comes to asking
questions. Hearing children also pick up
their sex education in other ways outside
the classroom, while their deaf counterparts
don’t,” adds Aurangzeb-Tariq.
“The ignorance can be quite startling. I
once had a boy ask if he could use a sock as
a condom, for example. There is such a big
gap in the education of deaf children.
“Equally, there can be problems with
communication with the parents. If they are

Mix and Match cards used as part of the
sexual health workshops

deaf, they may not be able to discuss the
issues, or have all the facts themselves,
while only 16% of hearing parents can use
sign language to talk to their children.
“And resources need to be provided in a
way which is accessible to deaf students.”
Since carrying out the research, Deafax
has developed training sessions aimed at
teaching deaf and hard of hearing young
people about the issues involved in a way
they understand.

“I once had a boy ask if he could
use a sock as a condom”
And the charity has received a grant of
£60,000 over two years to deliver the threehour sessions in the London area. The
funding comes from the City Bridge Trust, the
grant-making arm of Bridge House Estates,
a charity managed by the City of London
Corporation.
The money means Deafax can provide
deaf friendly training to young people.
Training can take place at schools, colleges,
community centres and other venues. The
one-off standalone sessions are aimed at
groups of young people from the age of 11,
and workshops are also available for parents,
teachers and carers.
Topics covered range from puberty, and
contraception to sexual behaviour, HIV/
AIDS and peer relationships, along with
emotional well-being and guidance in making
the right choices and understanding the
consequences of actions.
Deafax’s Safe Sex, STI and puberty
workshops are available outside the capital
but not at the subsidised rate. Deafax is in the
process of producing a DVD teaching pack
which teachers, tutors and youth trainers can
use as a guide to train their own students and
will be available late autumn.
Rubbena Aurangzeb-Tariq, who delivers
the workshops herself with a colleague,
continues, “We’re aware of the need to be

Rubbena Aurangzeb-Tariq, from Deafax,
delivering a workshop on sexual health

culturally sensitive in this training, for example
in communities where young people aren’t
allowed to have relationships, we wouldn’t
discuss boyfriends and girlfriends.
“We’re also keen to tailor each session
to individual learning styles and ability. Some
of those attending will have better levels
of literacy than others, for example. The
groups will be small, and we aim to create an
environment in which everyone feels happy
asking questions.”
The workshops can be signed or oral, or
both at the same time. They incorporate a
high level of visual content and devices such
as asking youngsters to match word cards, to
make the sessions accessible to those with a
hearing loss.
Depending on what is needed, different
age groups can be taught at different times.
So far, three sessions have been booked
for this autumn, and one has already been
completed.
For more information visit www.deafax.
org or email training@deafax.org

The British Tinnitus Association on education

The British Tinnitus Association (BTA) is a world leader in providing support and advice about tinnitus
From its base in Sheffield, the BTA helps
and supports the public, professionals and
organisations to achieve better tinnitus
awareness. It aims to encourage prevention
through its educational programme and
to seek a cure for permanent head noise
through a medical research programme.
Ten per cent of the population experience
tinnitus at some point in their lives. As the
only UK charity solely dedicated to the
tinnitus community, the BTA has a vital role.
It provides authoritative information, much of
it written by medical professionals or clinical
researchers, for those who experience
tinnitus. Also, the BTA works closely with
hearing professionals and its Professional
Advisors Committee to put forward the case
for further clinical research into the causes
of tinnitus, and to share the latest insights
gained from such research.
A key focus for the charity during
2011/12 is to encourage and promote the
provision of sufficiently trained people for the
management/treatment of those with tinnitus.
To that end the BTA is proactively working
with hearing professionals to educate them
about tinnitus management techniques and
the latest clinical research findings.

Research has highlighted that tinnitusspecific education on audiology courses
is limited and the BTA sees a need for
plugging that gap in order to ensure that
future generations of audiologists in the
UK are well-equipped with information
and sufficient tools for consulting tinnitus
patients to the highest possible standards.
The charity has conducted focus groups with
audiologists and student audiologists and is
working in conjunction with course leaders
on audiology courses across the country. It
is also targeting audiology trade media with
articles and tinnitus-related content in order
to promote best practice.
A further initiative is the BTA’s new
‘Tackling Tinnitus’ campaign which sets out to
highlight that tinnitus will be ‘tackled’ through
the development of a cure.
David Stockdale, CEO of the British
Tinnitus Association, said, “Clinical research
will help to build on existing knowledge
about the condition. The BTA is committed to
funding researchers and health professionals
working in the tinnitus field and welcomes
applications for funding tinnitus research.
We are actively supporting several major
projects currently and would be keen to hear

from anyone who
may be interested in
getting involved.”
For professionals,
the BTA organises
Tinnitus
Adviser
Training events, an
annual
conference
and
a
‘Tinnitus:
Learning to Cope’
weekend. It also
publishes articles within its in-house
magazine, Quiet and has dedicated free
information for professionals and students
at www.tinnitus.org.uk outlining the latest
research updates and tinnitus news.
The ‘Marie & Jack Shapiro Prize’ is
also awarded by the BTA each year for the
published research paper by a UK based
author most likely to result in improved
treatment or public awareness of tinnitus.
If you are a health professional who would
be interested in working with the BTA
contact David Stockdale, the charity’s
CEO on 0114 250 9922 or
email david@tinnitus.org.uk.
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“Every deaf child, every day, the National Deaf Children’s
Society’s six year strategy” – Susan Daniels, Chief Executive, NDCS

We face a real battle to protect, yet still
improve, support for deaf children and
young people.

“To break down barriers for
deaf children, we need people
to understand the issues they
face and how to work with us to
change things for the better”
With so much political and economic
uncertainty, now may seem a strange time
to be launching a strategy for the next six
years. However, there is much we are
certain of, namely the barriers that deaf
children face, and our vision and mission to
help overcome these.
Although the attainment gap for deaf
children has narrowed recently, 65% of deaf
children still fail to get five good grades
at GCSE. Council cuts threaten to make
any more progress in closing this gap very
difficult.

Cued Speech Summer Camp
The 11th annual Cued Speech
Summer Camp pitched up at Bicton
College in Devon for the first time
This event was organised by a small
national charity, the Cued Speech Association
UK (CSAUK). Summer Camp is their main
event each year, where parents of deaf
children and professionals can come to learn
the Cued Speech system in order to give deaf
children access to the English language at
home and school.
Families, teachers and other professionals
stayed in the on-site accommodation or
camped in the superb grounds of this
agricultural college. Cued Speech lessons
took place every day in the college classrooms
where just under 60 adults from five different
countries learnt the basics or improved on
their skills. Complete beginners were taught
how to make spoken English totally accessible
in around 20 hours.
Many of the tutors and activity leaders
use both Cued Speech and/or British Sign
Language (BSL) to communicate directly but
communication support via Cued Speech
Transliterators or BSL interpreters was also
on-hand throughout the week.
The Summer Camp is funded both from
fees paid by families and professionals, such
as Teachers of the Deaf, and by charitable
foundations such as Hilton in the Community
Foundation and the HSBC Global Education
Trust. This enables the charity to subsidise
some or all of the costs for families who
need to learn Cued Speech to communicate
in English with their deaf children but cannot
afford the full costs.
Anne Worsfold, Executive Director, said,
“The interest in Cued Speech keeps growing
as more and more people understand how it
can help. Simply, it is visible access to English,
leading to improved inclusion at home and
age-appropriate literacy. It also ties in perfectly
with BSL to give a true bilingual education.
For more information visit
www.cuedspeech.co.uk

Empowering deaf children and their
families means providing the tools,
information, support and training to enable
them to determine what happens in their
lives and break down the barriers they face,
whether these are with getting access to
the right support from councils, taking part
in activities or making the best decisions for
the future.
Empowerment underpins everything that
we do at NDCS and we are delighted to
have now launched a NDCS Advisory Board
made up of 14 deaf young people. These
inspiring young people are already getting
involved in shaping our direction and the
services we provide.
Increasing awareness of childhood
deafness is absolutely vital. If we want to
break down barriers for deaf children, we
need more people to understand the issues
they face and how to work with us to change
things for the better.
We’ll be raising awareness through our
communications work, expert publications,
training, our Listening Bus, which visits
schools, and projects such as Me2 which

works with sports, arts and social groups to
ensure deaf young people are included.
Influencing and challenging decision
makers is more crucial than ever as we’re
seeing support for deaf children under threat
from budget cuts.
We launched our Save Services for
Deaf Children campaign in May and are
continuing to put pressure on councils to
reverse these cuts and give deaf children
the support they need to achieve.
Parents have been involved in the campaign
from day one, giving us information on cuts
in their area, using tools from our website
to write to their local MP and council, and
being interviewed by the media. We will
continue to empower parents and deaf
young people to fight their corner.
Reaching more people
In achieving all of these aims we want to
support, reach and challenge more people
and organisations than ever before. Mums,
dads, grandparents and of course deaf
children and young people can sign up for
free membership.
We are already seeing our member
numbers grow, which means more families
are getting access to our free helpline,
publications, family officers, family and child
events, courses and networks.
To find out more about NDCS’s free
services and support, visit www.ndcs.
org.uk or call 0808 800 8880

International summer
camp for deaf children

NDCS battles to protect and improve support
for deaf children and young people as further
government budget cuts are announced
Advertisement

Hamilton Lodge
School & College
Child Centred Education

A delegation of 19 deaf teenagers
with cochlear implants from five
different countries took part in
The First International Teens Week
for young cochlear implant users,
organised by The Ear Foundation

Walpole Road, Brighton BN2 0LS
Tel: 01273 682362 (Voice & Minicom)

Outstanding service
in all respects.

“

As the young people arrived at St John’s
School for the Deaf in Boston Spa, Wetherby,
from Finland, Norway, Belgium, Turkey and
the UK, neither they nor the adults with them
knew quite what to expect. It was the first
time that the teenagers had met each other,
with a variety of languages and technologies
to manage. Between them the teenagers
had seven different types of cochlear implant
processors.
But the youngsters were great
communicators, spoke to each other and
were happy to use signed support. Lorna
Lord, Family Co-ordinator at The Ear
Foundation explains, “To see the profoundly
deaf implant wearing teenagers talking
together and having such a great time was
inspirational! The way they bonded was a
credit to all the teenagers, their families and
everyone involved.”
They took part in many activities including
a visit to an archaeological museum in York,
a day trip to the seaside at Whitby as well as
swimming and film-making and sports, which
gave great opportunities to talk to others and
make new friends.

“

The pupils are friendly and caring here. They never bullied
me ever. HL made me confident and self-motivated.
Sophie

I encourage students and
their parents or carers to
visit us at an early stage.
Please contact me for
a chat and to arrange a
convenient time to show
you around. I look forward
to meeting you.

“

This means deaf children will have less
direct support, from diagnosis all the
way through school, and their classroom
teachers won’t get the expert guidance they
need to teach a deaf child.

Our aims
Despite these challenges, we refuse to be
anything but ambitious about the future
of deaf children. We have developed the
following three aims that we want to achieve
over the next six years: empowering,
increasing awareness, and influencing and
challenging.

“

The challenge
NDCS revealed in May that almost one in
five local authorities in England has cut
either budgets or staff providing specialist
educational support for deaf children.
Hardest hit are the numbers of specialist
Teachers of the Deaf.

Graham Sheppard
Head Teacher

www.hamiltonlsc.co.uk |
advert-HT-185x130.indd 1

@hamiltonlodge
hamiltonlodge |

hamiltonbrighton
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a peripatetic teacher for the deaf

Sandra Miller

Gill Ashby is a teacher for the deaf
in Wiltshire. With almost 20 years’
experience, Gill’s job involves
supporting deaf children from birth
to age 19 at home and at school
How did you become a teacher for the deaf?
I trained as a special needs teacher. I
realised that a lot of the children had a
hearing loss which was not being managed
directly. I soon became interested in
deafness and did my Teacher of the Deaf
training.

‘The foundation of every country is the
education of its youth’ so said Diogenes
Laertius the biographer of Greek
philosophers. So how are the UK’s
foundations? Are we building securely
for the future? And specifically, how are
deaf children comparing with their hearing
peers? The results aren’t looking good. In
2008 72% of deaf pupils failed to achieve
the government benchmark of 5 GCSEs at
grades A*-C including English and maths
compared to the 48% of all pupils. What
are we doing wrong? When I look back
over my education it wasn’t just teachers
who had a massive input into my learning
but my parents, grandparents and other
people who were role models. A child’s
learning is a community activity involving
family and friends as well as schools and
teachers and a deaf child’s learning often
needs an even larger community, including
a mix of deaf and hearing supporters
who can inspire, encourage and inform.
How else do we learn about the key skills
in life? When I asked the Deafax Team
who their role models were Parents and
Grandparents were top of the list, next was
employers, particularly first employers, who
encouraged and inspired them, even if they
were slightly scary too! Most importantly
they were people who believed in them
and believed they could achieve. Without
meeting inspiring people who challenge
the way they think about themselves,
deaf and hearing pupils will never reach
their full potential. We need to motivate
and encourage the future generation,
deaf and hearing, to enthuse them about
education, both academic and vocational.
The foundation of every country may be
its schooling but as Alexander the Great
said ‘upon the conduct of each depends
the fate of all’ so we need to ensure that
our deaf pupils are receiving the support
they need to achieve the success they are
capable of. With the current Government
cuts, specialist schools and provision for
deaf children is being at best stretched
and at worst cut. We need to make sure
that deaf pupils don’t lose out and the gap
in grades widen. Deafness itself is not
a learning disability; learning difficulties
arise when deaf children cannot access
communication and information. Deaf
students require specialist teachers, with
adequate resources who know how to
match the delivery of information to the
student’s language level. We as individuals
and organisations need to continue to
champion deaf and hearing people alike
making sure that deaf pupils have the
support needed to achieve the same
grades as their peers; in return our reward?
When we get involved, we feel the sense of
hope and accomplishment that comes from
knowing we are working together to make
things better for the future. For signed
and spoken versions of this column see www.viewtalk.org/blogs/hu8Uekv0GQ6w/
hearing-times.

www.deafax.org

This took one year and involved a lot of
work on audiology, speech and language.
Currently teachers must have four years’
mainstream teaching experience before
taking a two-year distance learning course
to become a specialist.
How do you spend a typical week?
About 80% of my time is spent visiting
children aged 0 to 19 at home and at
school. Although I have a large caseload,
some children only require one annual
appointment while others need a weekly
visit.
But there are always issues that require a
quick response. Some schools require a lot
of support if they are receiving a deaf child
for the first time.
I also visit to our office in Trowbridge once
a week to collect resources and equipment.
Then there are audiology working groups
at the two hospitals in my area to discuss
referrals. We are employed on teachers’
contracts so we work term-time only but we
do run a voluntary, on-call system during the
holidays to respond to families with a baby
recently diagnosed with a hearing loss.
I am one of five peripatetic teachers for
the deaf in Wiltshire: the problem is that
it’s a large rural county. I cover the north
and, although I try to organise my visits
geographically, I can drive for an hour
between visits. I have to be adaptable to fit
in with families’ commitments too.

Gill, seen here with a pupil, works with children age 0-19, both at home and in school

Has the newborn hearing screening
programme changed your job?
We’re dealing with much younger children,
six weeks old instead of eight months.
We’ve had to develop our skills and attend
training courses. For example, we need
to take impressions for ear moulds from
newborn babies to save families travelling
long distances to hospitals.

What is the most challenging aspect of
your job?
The geography of my region: it’s often
difficult to fit in an extra, essential visit. The
other challenge is loneliness – I can spend
quite long periods working and driving on my
own. I try to meet my colleagues regularly
but often we have to visit a child, which
obviously takes priority.

Is it difficult to keep up-to-date with
changes in technology?
It’s always a challenge but very important
- there have been huge changes in the
last ten years. Hearing aids are now very
sophisticated and people want them to be
linked with other equipment that they use.

What is the most rewarding aspect of your job?
Working with the family of a newly
diagnosed baby and helping them to
understand that there is ‘life after deaf’.
With early diagnosis, even before the
parents have bonded fully with their baby
sometimes, the devastation can be huge.

The manufacturers run excellent information
days at no cost to us. Hearing aid
technology is so complex that we need firsthand training from the experts. One problem
is that some equipment is designed for
adults but won’t survive long in schools!’

The joy of our job is being welcomed into
people’s homes and helping them along the
path with information and guidance. Most
deaf children are born to hearing parents.
It gives you a good feeling when you give
parents the tools to move on.

Silence not golden for Saturday night cinema outing
Juliet England
Saturday night at the movies at my
local Vue in Reading, and I am queuing up
with a couple of mates to see Bridesmaids,
and looking forward to catching one of the
summer’s most talked-about films.
My friend C is hearing but, being a
kindly soul, asks the young person behind
the counter on my behalf whether the Vue
cinema we’re at has an induction loop.
The yoof behind the counter has a flash
of inspiration. Forget about induction loops,
madam, he grins, we have just the thing for
you. And so I find myself a few minutes later,
meeting the manager and inspecting a plastic
bag bearing the legend ‘Assisted Listening’
and containing a neckloop-based device
aimed at improving the viewing experience
for my cloth ears.
It was only later that I learned more - this
was an infra-red gadget, able to transmit a
signal from the sound system to the neckloop.
No instructions or information were supplied
with the thing.
“So – do I wear this with a hearing aid
or not?” I ask the manager, who, it being
Saturday night, looks understandably
frazzled and has a cinema full of rowdy
teenagers to sort out.
She shifts her weight from one side to the
other, says “Um” a lot and looks at the floor.
“OK,” I say. “So you don’t know how this
thing works? Hearing aid or not? Which

setting do I need to put my aid on?”
“Er.” She shows me the on/off switch –
that seems to be the extent of her knowledge.
Time is cracking on. My friends have
already got their £25.99 tubs of popcorn and
are getting twitchy, so we go in.
Luckily, the adverts give (seemingly) a
good couple of hours to try the gizmo out. I
put on the neckloop, turn the thing on and
try it with hearing aid and without. Nothing
seems to make a blind bit of difference. In
the end, I put my aids back in and give up.
With subtitled movies being so few and
far between, I had briefly hoped that this
time I could enjoy the film without the added
hassle of straining for every word. Sure there
were some good visual gags in this picture
(the heroine, doing an early morning dart
from a gentleman’s house, shimmies up an
electronic gate, only to have it swing open just
as she is sat atop it.) There are no Hollywood
starlets in Bridesmaids, and I got the sense
of this being a rather different, unsugary sort
of romcom. But overall the whole thing made
for a dispiriting and frustrating experience.
I’m not alone. Action on Hearing Loss
says it often hears stories about staff in shops
and providing services who are willing to
provide assistive equipment without knowing
how to use it.
Director of Public Engagement Emma
Harrison says: “We are campaigning to

improve awareness of the barriers that
prevent cinema goers from enjoying films.
It is vital that cinemas clearly advertise their
infrared systems, staff are trained on how to
use them, and that the equipment is regularly
tested and maintained.”
Vue said: “ We are committed to
providing a cinema experience that everyone
can enjoy. The cinema in question is fitted
with Infra Red technology and is also
fitted with a T-Loop system at till points.
“All staff are trained on how to use this
equipment during their induction, and know
when the cinema shows subtitled films and if
the technology has been updated.
“We are sorry that, on this occasion, the
customer did not receive our usual high standard
of service and are reviewing the incident.
“Vue continues to strive to meet the needs
of all its customers and holds regular twice
weekly subtitled films, as well as providing
hearing assistance for all screenings.”

What do you think
about this?
email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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A CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR DEAF EDUCATION

Frank Barnes offers a range of courses and support services for deaf
children and their families including:
• A summer holiday deaf play scheme
• Accredited British Sign Language courses new schedule starting
September 2011
• Baby sign language classes
Customer Services
• Parent skills workshops
Tel: 01293 423700
For more information, and to book your place, please visit
www.siemens.co.uk/hearing
www.fbarnes.camden.sch.uk
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Providing quality communication
services for individuals and
corporate clients alike.
Our open approach helps
us to understand your access
requirements.
The Peepul Centre,
BSL/English Interpreting
Orchardson Avenue,
Sign Supported English (SSE)
Leicester LE4 6DP
Speech to text Reporting (STTR)
Lip Speakers
www.adcommunications.org.uk
Deafblind Interpreting
Tel: 0844 5938443
Deaf Relay Interpreting
Palantypists
Fax: 08445938444
Notetaking
Minicom: 0844 5938445
Communication Support Workers
SMS: 0794 7714040

Frank Barnes School for Deaf Children

Co m

Conversor Pro is an affordable,
simple to use, assistive listening
devise for hard of hearing people.
The device has a powerful
directional microphone which
focuses on the desired sounds
and eliminates that tiresome
background noise.
Conversor Pro can be used
at home for family gatherings,
watching television, at the office
Contact: Conversor Limited
or in the classroom and lecture
Tel: +44 (0)870 066 3499
theatres.
Email: lisa@conversorprodcuts.com
Suitable for use with multiple
Web: www.conversorproducts.com receivers.

li c

National PR campaigns/regional rates
Contact us for a free quotation

www.beyondpr.co.uk

beyondpr is proud to represent

Siemens Hearing Instruments
Ltd (Crawley, West Sussex) provides a
comprehensive range of digital hearing
instruments and software, patient
management systems and audiology
equipment to the National Health
Service, independent retail dispensers
and national chains in the UK.
It is the UK operation of Siemens
Audiologische Technik (S.A.T.),
based in Erlangen, Germany. Part of
the Siemens Medical Group, S.A.T. has
been at the forefront of audiological
innovation for over 125 years and is the
world’s market leader in the design and
manufacture of audiological products.

IAC are the World’s largest
manufacturer of noise control
solutions and the UK’s number
one supplier of Audiology booths
and rooms.
All IAC Audiology facilities are
manufactured from laboratory and
field tested components to the
highest technical standards and
adhere to HTM 2045 design criteria.
Contact: IAC
Using a modular construction, all
Tel: +44 (0) 1962 873 000
IAC Audiology booths and rooms
are quick to install on-site and can
Email: info@iacl.co.uk
www.industrialacoustics.com be demounted and relocated without
any loss in acoustic performance.

Place a listing in the newspaper and online for only £50 per month
email info@hearingtimes.co.uk

Advertisement

RAYOVAC’S HEARING HEROES
The work of the UK’s hearing professionals is celebrated each year by Rayovac through its popular Audiologist of the Year competition.
Hearing Heroes takes a closer look at some of the personal stories behind these awards, highlighting the bonds that exist between
audiologists and the patients who’ve voted for them
Welsh audiologist Gareth Morris from
Gareth’s follow up support even
Brynwith Crossing Cottage in Glamorgan
extended to Gary’s return to the US after
is the focus of this month’s feature.
the Christmas break. He arranged with
Gareth, who has practices in Bridgend,
the manufacturer for his trial unit to be
Cardiff, Swansea and Newport, was
replaced by a better one and got the
nominated for the award by 71 year-old
voltage on his charger changed.
patient Gary Rodgers.
Gary added: “His service and
Now an American resident, Gary
professionalism are beyond the norm by
received help from Gareth on a rare trip
a mile. His Christmas holiday time was
(twice in the last 10 years) back to his
used up to help me and this was really
home in Glamorgan during the Christmas
appreciated. This is way beyond the
holidays. Such was the quality of the
service I have been used to over the last
advice and service provided that Gary
20 years. I even enjoyed some of his
credits Gareth with transforming his life
wife’s excellent Welsh cakes and a cup
and had no hesitation in nominating him
of tea.
for the Rayovac award.
“My new lease of life is remarkable.
He explains: “I am 71 years old
The range of sound that I now hear is
and can say that without a doubt my
from a long forgotten past and I’m forever
life has taken a whole new turn. It’s no
grateful to Gareth for his efforts.
Rayovac’s Audiologist of the Year competition recognises the hard work of
exaggeration to say that my hearing
”In terms of satisfaction, perfection is
hearing professionals in the UK
clock has gone back 15 years.
not a good enough word for what Gareth
“My life is now full of music which I hadn’t listened to for 15 years. My phone has managed to achieve for me.
calls via my cell phone are a pleasure and my customers are delighted at being
“I rate Gareth so highly that I would be prepared to pay the return fare just to
able to talk to me without repetition. Gareth recommended I got the blue tooth make sure I was doing the right thing - and to enjoy his wife’s Welsh cakes.”
package to help this.
Gareth added: “I thank Gary for his kind words and for nominating me for the
“I have now paid extra on my cell phone for international use too. I talk to competition. It was a pleasure to treat him and I’m delighted that the new hearing
my family on the phone for the first time in years, having previously resorted to aid has had such a positive impact on his life. I hope it made his trip home for
email due to my deafness. Gareth showed a real interest in my problems and then Christmas worthwhile.”
offered a solution.”
Rayovac’s Audiologist of the Year competition encourages patients to
Gareth went beyond the call of duty to help Gary during his stay in Wales, carrying nominate hearing professionals like Gareth who go the extra mile to help.
out a hearing exam at short notice over the Christmas holiday after finding out about Entries for the 2011 competition are now closed.
his problems with his existing hearing device. Following the test, he recommended The winners will be announced in the autumn and further information will be
a new hearing device for Gary and then fitted a trial device after arranging for his available on the website at www.audiologistoftheyear.eu.
daughter to collect it and bring it back to Wales on her Christmas visit back home.
Details will also appear on the site later in the year for the 2012 competition.
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Our pledge to charity
Hearing Times is pleased to donate £1 of each £15 subscription to our
charity of the year for 2011, the British Tinnitus Association (BTA),
a world leader in providing support and advice about tinnitus. They
provide accurate, reliable and authoritative information, much of it
written by medical professionals or clinical researchers.

For information visit www.tinnitus.org

Please complete and return via fax: 08716 404267 or via post Hearing Times |
Lansbury Estate | 102 Lower Guildford Road | Woking | Surrey | GU21 2EP
If you have any queries contact: info@hearingtimes.co.uk or call 0845 2930688

For the answers go to www.hearingtimes.co.uk
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Theatre
September

Thursday 1
2:30 PM The Beauty Queen of Leenane
Young Vic, London
8:15 PM Double Feature 2: Nightwatchman
and There is a War
National Theatre - The Paintframe , London
Saturday 3
1:00 PM Liberty Festival
National Theatre - Outdoor Stage, London
2:15 PM Crazy for You
Open Air Theatre, Regent’s Park, London
2:30 PM Peter Pan
York Theatre Royal
Tuesday 6
7:30 PM One Man, Two Guvnors
National Theatre - Lyttelton Theatre, London
7:30 PM South Pacific
Barbican Theatre, London
Wednesday 7
2:00 PM Keep Smiling Through
Theatre By The Lake, Keswick

Captioning gives access to live performances
for deaf, deafened and hard of hearing people

Tuesday 20
7:30 PM We Will Rock You
Liverpool Empire, Liverpool
7:30 PM The Wild Bride
Lyric Hammersmith, London
Wednesday 21
7:30 PM The Railway Children
Former Eurostar Terminal, Waterloo Station,
London
7:45 PM Tartuffe
Cambridge Arts Theatre, Cambridge
Thursday 22
2:00 PM Top Hat
The Mayflower, Southampton
2:30 PM The Railway Children
Former Eurostar Terminal, Waterloo Station,
London
Friday 23
7:00 PM Truth and Reconciliation
Royal Court Theatre, London

7:15 PM Don Giovanni
Soho Theatre, London

Saturday 24
2:30 PM The Pitmen Painters
Churchill Theatre, Bromley

Thursday 8
7:30 PM Top Hat
Birmingham Hippodrome, Birmingham

Tuesday 27
7:00 PM The Wizard of Oz
London Palladium , London

Friday 9
7:15 PM A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Royal Shakespeare Theatre, Stratford-uponAvon

Wednesday 28
2:30 PM The Wizard of Oz
London Palladium , London

Saturday 10
2:30 PM Wicked
Apollo Victoria Theatre, London
Thursday 15
7:30 PM Shrek The Musical
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, London
7:30 PM The Madness of George III
Theatre Royal, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
Saturday 17
2:00 PM Tartuffe
Liverpool Playhouse, Liverpool

A miscellany of theatre, film, charity and fundraising events
to keep readers informed of happenings in deaf
and hard of hearing communities

7:30 PM The Faith Machine
Royal Court Theatre, London
Thursday 29
7:30 PM Journey’s End
New Victoria Theatre, Woking
7:30 PM Wittenberg
The Gate, Notting Hill
7:30 PM The Sound of Music
Theatre Royal, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
7:45 PM 20th Century Boy
New Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich

Photo of the Month
www.bryonyclairephotography.co.uk

How has your Summer been? I have enjoyed the hot humid weather. Or rather, my
garden did. Here are some wild daisies from my garden with a mini beast having a
rest. I took this with a fast shutter speed of 1/1600 so that I could use an aperture
of f/2.0 which gives that beautiful shallow depth of field. Grass or greenery works
beautifully as a blurry background, give it a try - grassbokeh!

Information Day for Parents and
Professionals at Donaldson’s School

Saturday 24th September
10am until 1pm
Donaldson’s
School Information
Day provides
parents/carers and
professionals with a
perfect opportunity to
hear more about Scotland’s national school for
pupils who are deaf or have communication
difficulties.
Come to the campus in Linlithgow and meet
the school’s specialist staff, view the facilities,
attend workshops and have an opportunity
to ask any questions regarding the school’s
specialised and very successful approach to
education and care.
Places must be booked in advance so that
individual needs can be catered for.
Contact Kim Pedder on 01506 841923 or
email kpedder@donaldsons.org.uk to register.
For more information visit
www.donaldsons.org.uk
[sonus] - Deaf World 2011
When: Friday 30th September
Time: 10am - 5pm
Where: Guildhall Winchester, The
Broadway, Winchester, Hampshire, SO23
9GH
FREE Entry! Deaf World is the South
Coast’s largest deaf exhibition and includes
seminars and workshops. This year’s theme
is ‘Deaf Society.’ Everyone is welcome!
[sonus], Spitfire House, 28 – 29 High
Street, Southampton, SO14 2DF
Registered Charity No: 1065669
[sonus] - Bollywood Ball 2011
When: Friday 30th September
Time: 7.30pm till late
Where: Guildhall Winchester, The
Broadway, Winchester, Hampshire, SO23
9GH
Tickets: £40 each – includes dinner and
entertainment
To book tickets for the ball, please
contact enquiries@sonus.org.uk or call
02380 220225.
[sonus], Spitfire House, 28 – 29 High
Street, Southampton, SO14 2DF   
Registered Charity No: 1065669

The State Apartments,
Windsor Castle

Saturday 15 October, 13:30
Join a BSL Interpreted & Lipspeaking
guided tour of the State Apartments at
Windsor Castle and see The Queen’s
favourite weekend home .
The Castle’s interiors are a mix of historic
apartments, from the time of Charles II
(1660s), and state rooms, used to today
by The Queen and Royal Family for State,
ceremonial and official occasions.
The rooms contain works from the
Royal Collection, one of the world’s
most important art collections, including
paintings, furniture, silver and porcelain.
BSL Interpretation provided by Tracey Tyer
Lipspeaking support from Linda Croton
Tickets include:
Guided Tour of the State Apartments
Entry into Queen Mary’s Dolls’ House, the
Drawings Gallery and St George’s Chapel
A Windsor Castle Souvenir Guide
Tickets
Includes Standard Admission to the
Castle.
Adults: £16.50, Over 60s/Students: £15
To Book
Telephone: 020 7766 7323
adultlearning@royalcollection.org.uk
Pre-booking essential to ensure space on
the tour.
The tour will take approximately two hours,
visitors can see the rest of the Castle
either before or after the tour. There are
plenty of options for lunch in Windsor town
centre, where the Castle is located.

Are you organising an event?

Tell our readers about it!
Advertise

HERE

email editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

BTA tinnitus training
The British Tinnitus Association (BTA),
the UK’s only charity dedicated solely to
supporting those with tinnitus, continues to
attract audiology professionals from around
the world to its Tinnitus Adviser Training
events, the most recent of which was held in
Basingstoke last month as part of its ongoing
events programme.
To date the BTA has run 35 professional
training events and, as a result, a total of
480 people have now had the opportunity
to develop tinnitus counselling skills to help
them deal with tinnitus patients.
Thirteen participants attended the
Basingstoke event including audiologists,
an ENT surgeon, hearing aid therapists and
hearing aid dispensers, as well as those from
other sectors of the tinnitus community, such
as, tinnitus support group representatives.
The aim of the training events are to enable
participants to become better equipped to
help and support people that experience
tinnitus.
The BTA training course is the only
one of its kind in the world and regularly
attracts ENT professionals from countries
as far afield as Singapore, Australia, and
Saudi Arabia since this kind of training is
unavailable elsewhere. It is accredited with
eight Continuing Professional Development
points from the British Academy of Audiology

and is delivered by an experienced team
of hearing professionals and led by Pierre
Cachia, a counselling psychologist, tutor and
private practitioner.
When surveyed, the audiologists who
attended the Basingstoke event all agreed
that greater understanding about tinnitus
among those working within the profession
would improve patient care.
David Stockdale, CEO at the BTA, said,
“We developed this course to encourage and
promote the provision of sufficiently trained
people for the management and treatment of
those with tinnitus.
“The course works in conjunction with
the BTA’s ‘Tackling Tinnitus’ campaign,
which aims to provide information to industry
members to increase their knowledge and
understanding of tinnitus and the BTA. By
providing the industry with the necessary
information, they will be better equipped to
help and support those with tinnitus.”
The next Tinnitus Adviser Training
Event will be taking place on 18 and 19
November in Nottingham.
For further information or if you are
interested in attending, contact Krys at
the BTA by email - krys@tinnitus.org.uk
or call 0114 250 9933. Or book through the
BTA website www.tinnitus.org.uk
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In the news More training needed for deaf coaches

Gabby Logan Gymnastics Cup

Staff and pupils at St John’s Catholic School
for the Deaf in Boston Spa were delighted
to welcome their patron TV and Sports
Presenter Gabby Logan to school last week.

Gabby, a former international gymnast and
Ambassador for Lloyds TSB National School
Sports Week, called in to school to talk
to Head Teacher Ann Bradbury about the
introduction of a new sports award for pupils
at St John’s.
To be known as the Gabby Logan Gymnastics
Cup, the trophy will be awarded each year
to the pupil making the most progress in
gymnastics. “Gabby is very popular with our
pupils” said Ann Bradbury “ and they are very
excited about the new trophy which we will
be awarding for the first time in July”

Nationwide juniors highlight future talent

Over 300 disabled athletes made the
recent Nationwide Junior Athletics
Championships an overwhelming
success. New and recognised young
stars took part in the event held at UCLan
Sports Arena in Preston
Athletes, aged 12-20 years old, competed
in a full track and field programme. Renowned
for developing future Paralympians, the event
is the national competition for those who
have qualified through regional nationwide
qualifiers. To add to the excitement, everyone
was accumulating points for their region.
Adam Wilson from South West and
Scottish Meggan Dawson Farrell celebrated
as Outstanding Male and Female Athlete of
the Championships. The Graham Bool Team
Trophy, named after the Photographer who
sadly died last year, went to the South West
region, and they also win a Nationwide Junior
Sports Award bursary at the end of the year.
The event is organised by the English
Federation of Disability Sport’s events division
and is a permanent fixture on the sporting
calendar. It is sponsored by Nationwide
Building Society and supported by Lions
Club International, Preston Council as well
as UCLan Sports Arena. Nationwide Building
Society has been a long term sponsor since
2000 and enjoyed following hundreds of
disabled athletes win gold in their sport. As
a partner for both swimming and athletics,
Nationwide’s support is paramount for future
champions.
Annette Kerlin, Nationwide’s Head of
Corporate Responsibility, said, “Nationwide
Building Society is very proud to support all
the athletes who compete at these events
throughout the UK. We hope our support will
enable more disabled athletes to take part in
these events and continue improving their
times and breaking records.”
For further information visit
www.disabilitysport.org.uk and
www.efds.co.uk

The National Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS), which runs the UK’s only FA Level 1 Football Coaching course for deaf
coaches, is calling for more football organisations to make FA accredited coaching courses accessible to deaf people

Deaf people who train as coaches can
give deaf children and young people more
opportunities to start playing in teams, acting
as role models and breaking down barriers in
football clubs large and small, says NDCS.
NDCS Inclusive Activities Manager
Hayley Jarvis said, “We are delighted to be
in the fifth year of running this course for deaf
football coaches. The consistent demand
for places shows that more of these courses
need to be on offer from other organisations.
“There is a severe shortage of
opportunities for deaf children to get into
football, and without more training for deaf
role models like the ones we train, we won’t
see the progress deaf young people need.”
Twenty coaches from across the UK
attended the course recently; these newly
qualified coaches will then go on to deliver
football coaching and clubs. The charity says
it is particularly pleased to have welcomed
nine coaches aged 16 and 17 onto the
course, part of the next generation of coaches
for deaf children.
Rachel Hardcastle is attending the course
on behalf of Leeds Deaf FC, “It is fantastic
that NDCS is offering this training. It’s
important that more deaf people train as FA
accredited football coaches so that we can
become role models and encourage more

deaf children into the sport.
“Finding opportunities to train as a
football coach has been very difficult to me
because of the communication support that
I need. We need more football clubs and
organisations to be open to having deaf
coaches and players and to realise that it’s
fairly straightforward to make their teams and
training accessible.”

Deaf children are often excluded
from mainstream sports activities
because clubs fail to consider
their needs and find out how they
can make their club accessible.
The NDCS Deaf Friendly Football Project
encourages football clubs of all sizes to open
up their teams to deaf young players. Deaf
children are often excluded from mainstream
sports activities because clubs fail to consider
their needs and find out how they can make
their club accessible.
For deaf children, the communication
barrier can make football clubs intimidating
environments, denying them the same
opportunities as other children to take part.  
NDCS has been working with clubs all
over the UK to teach them the simple steps
they can take to make their clubs accessible

Cornwall’s Ben Kelly pleased at Davis Cup effort
Cornish tennis player Ben Kelly has said his first experience representing
Great Britain at the Deaf Davis Cup will stand him in good stead.

Playing in team sports helps children and
young people break down barriers

and encourage local deaf children to join.
Big name clubs such as Everton, Manchester
City and Arsenal have signed up to the
NDCS Deaf Friendly Football Club Pledge,
alongside small, local clubs.
The NDCS Deaf Friendly FC Project was
set up in 2007 with the help of a grant from
the UK’s largest sports charity, the Football
Foundation (FF).
An additional grant of £129,623 has
been awarded by the FF, and the Football
Association has also provided £10,000
towards continuing the project in 2010-2011.
For more information about NDCS
projects visit www.ndcs.org.uk

Won a match or
competition recently?

The 17-year-old, who is from St Dennis and trains in Bodmin, won five of his eight matches
at the recent tournament in Izmir, Turkey.

Write it up, send it in
and you could be in the next issue!

“I was really pleased,” he said, “I’ve actually made an effort and it’s paid off, but it’s been a
long journey and it’s definitely worth it.”

editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Charity runners complete 10k race and raise £3k
Eighteen runners from across the country recently took part in the British 10k London Run for a national healthcare
charity for Deaf people and raised more than £3,000
The participants, including James Clarke
from South Croydon who is Deaf and partially
sighted, completed the race and collected
cash for Beaconsfield-based SignHealth.
Lesley Gorton, Events Manager at
SignHealth, who also took part in the event,
said, “We are absolutely delighted so
many people completed the British 10k for
SignHealth and helped raise lots of money
for the charity.

“I am doing a personal challenge
to accomplish 100 run medals,
but mainly to show the world
what a Deaf and half blind runner
is capable of”
“We all managed to finish the course
within one hour and 50 minutes and the
good runners all finished within an hour. The
atmosphere was fantastic and lots of people
turned out to support us.”
Thirty-three-year-old James is aiming to
run 100 races, including marathons and half
marathons, in five to eight years. He started
his challenge in August 2008.
James finished the British 10k, which was
his 26th event, in 55 minutes and he has so far
raised more than £1,600 for various charities
including Sense and the Nottinghamshire
Deaf Society.
He said, “I am doing a personal challenge
to accomplish 100 run medals, mainly to
show the world what a Deaf and half blind
runner is capable of but also to fundraise for
charity during some of the races.
“I would like to thank SignHealth for
offering me a place on the British 10k. I

Runners were joined by Olli the monkey, a character from the award-winning Sign with Olli series

thoroughly enjoyed the day. It is an important
charity as there are a number of Deaf people
who need a counselling service.”
Along with the other 16 runners, James
was also joined by the children’s book
character Olli the monkey, who features
in the award-winning Sign with Olli books.
Lesley added, “We were all thrilled with how
brave Olli was considering how hot it was on
the day and how much fur he has.”
The British 10k started at Hyde Park
Corner and finished at Whitehall. The route
included running down Piccadilly towards

Trafalgar Square and going past the Tate
Modern, the London Eye, Parliament Square
and Westminster Abbey.
SignHealth, which has its headquarters
in Beaconsfield, is the healthcare charity
for Deaf people, providing health-related
services and campaigning for fair access and
improved communication.
To find out more about SignHealth,
call 01494 687600 or visit the website
www.signhealth.org.uk.

